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FORECAST
Sunny this morning, clouding 
over during the afternoon. A few 
showers in the late afternoon. 
Cloudy with sunny periods Thurs­
day. Winds light becoming south­
erly 20 In the Okanagan by after­
noon.
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r HIGH AND LOWLow toidght and high Thurs­day at Kelowna 35 and 50. Tem­
peratures recorded Tuesday 30 
and 49.










R e s c u e r s  B a t t l e




VANCOUVER (CP) —  
While people in some parts 
of Canada are still shivering, 
British Columbia flower 
growers are busy cutting and 
shipping mUIions of daffodils. 
Trans-Canada Air Lines said 
today it has flown 2,500,000 
blooms from B.C. to Cana­




Will This Woman Be Executed?
Convicted murderess Eliza­
beth Duncan has been declared 
sane and made subject to a 
death sentence by California 
law. But she also stands as a 
big question mark in the hearts
and minds of Californians who 
have strongly condemned capi­
tal punishment in recent years. 
California, generally regarded 
as a state where true enlight­
enment forms a sturdy back­
ground for its progressive 
laws, is being watched around 
the world as final stages of 
the Duncan case progress.
(AP Wirephoto)
WORLD WATCHES CALIFORNIA CASE
Duncan Trial Provides
Thorn
VENTURA, Calif. (AP) — “I 
think my chances for an appeal 
are just fine,” says condemned 
murderess Elizabeth Duncan.
She made the optimistic state­
ment after being declared sane 
and subject to the death .sontanco 
for hiring two men to murder her 
Canadian daughter-in-law.
Earlier she had been con­
victed of first degree murder and 
sentenced to death in the gas 
chamber.
Immediately a f t e r  Judge 
Charles F. Blackstock accepted 
the conclusions ' of two p.sychl- 
ntrists that . Mrs. Duncan was 
sane, defence lawyer S. Ward 
Sullivan took the first post-trial 
step In what is expected to bo a 
long legal fight to save her life.
Sullivan filed n motion for n 
new trial and asked that Mrs. 
Duncan's son B'rank, 30, a Santa 
Barbara lawyer, bo associated 
with'him to argue the motion.
Judge Blackstock sale! he would 
consider the motion April 3. If 
he denies it, he is expected to 
formally sentence Mrs. Duncan 
nt that time.
Sullivan hn.s said he would 
carry nn appeal from the convic­
tion to the higher courts.
Mrs. Duncan, j e a l o u s  of 
Frank’s bride, Olga, 30, was con­
victed of hiring two men to kill 
her daughter-in-law on the prom­
ise of paying $6,000. Augustine 
Baldonado, 26, and Luis Moya, 
20. confessed kidnapping and 
strangling Olga, who was born 
near Dauphin, Man. They are 
awaiting trial on pleas of inno­
cent by reason of insanity.
Meanwhile, a growing abhor­
rence, throughout the western 
world nt least, of capital punish­
ment, especially for women, has 
attracted widspread attention to 
the possible results of the Duncan 
case. Lawmakers in other count­
ries, n.s well ns In the United 
States are watching events clos­
ely and it Is generally agreed by 
lawyers that California’s deci­
sion may have important bear­
ing on capital penalty laws else­
where.
NEW YORK (AP)-Forty-one 
states and the District of Ooium- 
bla sanction the death penalty 
(dr convicted criminals. But only 
nine state.*? have executed a 
woman in recent years.
California Is one of the nine.
O ttaw a M em bers  
O ppose Hanging
and its last execution of a woman 
in the gas chamber was so dis­
tasteful a legislative effort now 
is underway to abolish capital 
punishment.
But, ironically, it is the State 
of California that has become the 
latest to doom a woman to death.
GRAHAM CASE FAMOUS
It was the 1955 execution of 32- 
year-old Barbara Graham in the 
San Quenton Prison gas chan^ber 
that sickened many Californians 
on capital punishment.
A prostitute turned robber, she 
died with two professional rob­
bers for the murder of a 63-year- 
dld Burbank Calif., widow in a 
robbery a t t e m p t .  The case 
formed the basis for a current 
movie, 1 Want to Live, starring 
Susan Hayward.
After Miss Graham’s death. At­
torney - General Edmund G. 
Brown, now governor of Cali­
fornia, declared:
"This business today has been 
like some dark memory out of 
the Roman Coliseum , . , I hope 
Barbara Graham will bo the last 
woman to be executed in the 
State of California.”
Now York, probably, has ex­
ecuted more women than any 
other state—eight by state decree 
and a ninth by mandate of the 
federal government. The latter 
was Ethel Rosenberg, who went 
\ytth her husband Julius to Sing 





WATSON LAKE, Y.T. (CP)— 
An elderly trapper and prospec­
tor was found dead Monday in 
his isolated cabin on the Dcasc 
River, deep in the wilderness of 
Northern British Columbia.
A search party headed by 
RCMP officers from the Cassiar 
detachment found the body of 
Joseph Cassidy, 70, formerly of 
Telegraph Creek.
He apparently had been dead 
for three months or more.
A resident of the district for 
more than 30 years, Cassidy was 
last seen near Cassiar Dec. 9, 
1958.
The search party found no food 
or firewood in the cabin.
.A signgl,.A piece.of canya?: on 
a |>ole, had IwM erected ofitslde 
the lonely cabin, apparently in 
the hope of attracting passing air­
craft.
Members of the search party 
believed the man’s feet were 
frozen some time before Christ­
mas, preventing him from gath­
ering firewood or hiking the diffi­
cult 46 miles overland through the 
snow and mountains to Cassiar.
Death apparently was caused 
by starvation, search party mem­
bers said.
RCMP said they were unable 
to find the names of relatives, 
but believed Mr. Cassidy, born 
in Peterborough, Ont., is sur­
vived by cousins in Peterborough 
and a sister in Kamloops, B.C.
' 4
TO WED? — Princess Sor- 
aya, 26, former Queen of Iran 
and judged one of the world’s 
most l^autiful women, and 
Italian Prince Raimondo Um­
berto Maria Orsini, are princi­
pals in a reported romance. 
Prince Orsini, 27, is the son 
of a celebrated Roman fam­
ily.—(AP Wirephoto.)
\
OTTAWA (CP) -  Government 
pupporter.i a.*? well n.s Opposltlor 
members have told the Commons 
that they advocate lifelong im- 
priiionment instead of the dcatli 
penalty for murder,
In nn hour-long debate on the 
Issue Tuesday, only Rolwrt Me- 
Cleave (PC — Halifax) argued 
i^nt the death penalty should be 
retained, Tlierc were four other 
speakers,
•’Capital punishment Is essenti­
ally based on the motive and feel­
ing of revenge,** said Frank Mc­
Gee (PC — ‘Vork-Scarlwrongh), 
S|>onsor of n bill to sulMtUvitb life 
imprisonment for hanging ns the 
penalty for murder In Cnnnda 
Hnrold Winch (CCF — Vancou­
ver East) said tt)cre Is no sound 
bnslS“ SUch n.s proof It is a de 
terrent — foC retaining cnpllnl 
punUhment.
ORUi-WMK RIflPIT 
In tlie capital punishment d«> 
bate, Mr. Winch said t̂ e witnessed 
a banging some years »»go and 
ns n result of that experience had 
tjccn studying the problem of
He was convinced the death pen­
alty nhould be abolished.
Statistics showed no substantial 
difference between the murder 
rate in ,stntc.s where murder was 
punishable by death and those 
wliore tlu\ death penally had been 
nbollshed.
Mr. McCloavo said that he, too, 
once saw a hanging.
Despite the grisly n.spoct, "It 
still does not chnnge rny opinion 
that ca|)ltnl punishment Is a ne­
cessary ingredient in our make 
up of law nnd order."
Margaret AUken (Pdl --  York- 
Humber) said that ns n member 
of n parliamentary committee 
that studied capital punishment 
she votcil In 1955 for retebtion of 
capital punishment.
"I must confess that I have 
changed my mind." she said. 
The pros|H*ct of life imprison­
ment "seems to be a much more 
severe punishment than the pain 
less form of denth."
The strongest argument of nil 
ngainst capital punishment wns 
that "It is morally wrong (q take
capital punishment ever since.'a life that God has crcatc<l
S .M . Simpson 
Funeral W ill 
Be Held Sat.
Funeral services for S. M. 
Simpson who died suddenly in 
Melbourne, Australia, last week, 
will be conducted by Rev. R. S. 
Leitch nt First United Church, 
Saturday afternoon nt 2 o’clock.
Interment will follow in Kel­
owna cemetery under the direc­
tion of Day’s Funeral Service.
Death of the prominent lumber­
man came as a shock to his 
many friends throughout the 
Okanagan. He had been vacation­
ing In New Zealand nnd Aust- 




How have women faced their 
doom? ,
BuXom, blond Mrs. Anna Mariq 
Hahn of Cincinnati, a poisoner of 
elderly suitors, died in Ohio’s 
electric chair in 1938 screaming, 
"Don’t do that to mol No! Not 
Not No! Nol"
By contrast. In the same elec­
tric chair,'' Mrs. I^vlo Blanche 
Dean, a plump, grey - haired 
grandmother who fed her hus­
band rat poison, died in 1054 
without n« much ns n\word Of 
complaint. -
Tlie .last woman executed by 
onler of the State of New York 
wns Martha Beck, 31. who with 
her lover, Rhymond Fernandez, 
killed an elderly woman , in a 
"lonclv hearts'* money - making 
nlot. In 1951, she died quietly, 
her lips soundlessly forming the 
words, "so long."
The only woman electrocuted 
In Illinois In recent years also 
met death calmlv. She was Mrs. 
Marie Porter, 37, of St. Louis, 
Mo„ who died In 1937 with the 
ntnn she hired to kill her brother
OTTAWA (CP)—The Bank of 
Canida's Interest rate ollmbed 
this week tq a record 4;5S per 
cent, ooihpared with L47 a 
week ago.
CORNER B R O O K  (C P )- 
RCMP Inspector Arthur Argent 
is scheduled to arrive here today 
to head investigation of raids on 
three woods camps Friday at 
Cox’s Cove, 25 miles from here.
The Inspector has been in the 
Grand Falls apea for several 
weeks where the International 
Woodworkers of America (CLG) 
struck the Anglo - Newfoundland 
Development Company Dec. 31, 
to back demands for higher 
wages and a shorter work week.
No arrests have been made in 
connection with the raids. Two 
of the camps were operated by 
Freeman Reader, the third by 
Foster Blanchard. All are under 
c 0 n t r  a c t  with Bowater’s New 
foundlqnd Pulp and Paper Mills 
Ltd.
IDENTIFIES MEN
In a sworn 8 1 a t e m e n t to 
RCMP nnd lawyer Leonard Mar­
tin Monday Mr, Blanchard said 
he nnd three others working In a 
camp were . approached by .50 
IWA members. He. Identified 22 
of the men.
IWA field director Jeff Hall 
said the incident was a “ private 
.squabble" nnd had nothing to do 
with the union.
Meanwhile, representatives of 
20 western . Newfoundland unions 
have called a closed meeting for 
Thursday nt nenrby Deer Lake 
to discuss support of the IWA, It 
is believed the meeting will nlso 
discuss plans for n mass meeting 
originally scheduled for last Sun­
day. Some 3,000 were expected 
to attend but it was postponed 
wheq the local armories could 
not be obtained.
About 1,400 loggers In camps 
under contract with Bownter’s 
stopped work In sympathy with
the IWA loggers in Grand Falls.
*1116 Newfoundland legislature 
decertified the two IWA locals 
and the Newfoundland Brother­
hood of Woods-Workers (Ind.) 





gram in a St. John’s, Nfld., dis­
patch, quotes Premier Small­
wood of Newfoundland as say­
ing he will "stop nt nothing*' 
to banish the International 
Woodworkers of A m e r i c a  
(CLC).
The newspaper nlso quotes 
Mr. Smallwood as saying in an 
Interview:
“ If I ever run for prime min­
ister of Canada I will hnvq only 
one plank. And that will be that 
labor unions be put In their 
proper place within the com­
munity—that is not to dominate 
the community nnd Cnnnda,"
*1110 premier said he felt ho 
would lose his office when ho 
intervened in February In the 
bitter struggle between the 
striking IWA and the Anglo- 
Newfoundlnnd D e v c 1 o pment 
Company.
He said he wns convinced 
that his speeph in the legis­
lature condemning the IWA 
would send him "out into the 
wilderness", but he "received a 
pleasant shpek,”
Ho is also quoted ns saying: 
"Wc will destroy the IWA. The 
IWA has only one thing— 
violence and gangsterism."
Believe Pair Under 
Gigantic Avalanche
BRALORNE (CP)—A desperate battle against time Is 
being fought here today in an effort to save the lives of a man 
and wife buried in a giant avalanche 200 yards long and 50 
feet w ide.'
Believed trapped under the massive snow avalanche in 
McGillivray Pass, 15 miles southeast of Bralorne and 110 miles 
north of Vancouver, arc immigrants Helmut Wcinhold, 31, and 
his wife Crista, 26.
They were reported first as — —
German Immigrants but police 
said today they came from Aus­
tria. Their hometown in Europe 
was not Immediately available.
Their tracks were found late 
Tuesday leading into the ava­
lanche.
MAY BE ALIVE
RCMP officials here said it is 
possible the couple may be alive.
They said trapped persons have 
survived eight days in an ava­
lanche.
The couple may be lying hud­
dled in an air pocket unable to 
move because of hundreds of tons 
of snow pressing on them from 
above.
Conditions at the site of the 
avalanche are very poor,” an 
RCMP officer said. “We are 
racing against time to get equip­
ment and supplies to the rescue 
parties.
"During the day it is thawing 
at the 6,900-foot level where the 
avalanche occurred,” the officer 
said. ‘"The heat makes the danger 
of further slides too great. We 
cannot risk losing lives,”
Searchers are able to travel 
about 11 miles by wide-tired jeep 
to the scene and then must cover 
the remaining four miles on skis 
or snowshoes.
Welnhold, a Tnineii^in_the,Pion­
eer mine, and his wife, a nurse in 
Bralorne Hospital, owned a cabin 
in the area and left it to inspect 
the snow conditions in the pass
FRIEND BEGAN SEARCH
When they didn’t return to the 
cabin by 3 p.m. a friend there 
decided to search for them.
The friend, identified only as 
Hugo, entered the pass and saw 
the avalanche but no trace of the 
tracks leaving i t . '
He skied back to the cabin anc 
advised Bralorne RCMP who 
launch^ a search.
Police said the Weinholds were 
warned of the snow condition and 
were advised to get off their 
skis. It is believed they were on 
foot when the avalanche hit them.
TTie couple are experienced 
skiers.
Police said the couple was plan' 
ning to build a commercial ski 
resort near their cabin.
OTTAWA (CP) — Several com­
munities are to be added to the 
itinerary for this summer’s Royal 
Tour of Canada, it was learned 
today. There also will be one or 
two deletions.
Royal Tour organizers are ex­
pected to announce the changes 
in a revised tentative itinerary 
next week.
Queen Elizabeth and Prince 
Philip are visiting Canada pri­
marily to open the St. Lawrence 
Seaway at Montreal and Corn­
wall June 26 and 27, but will stop 
at as many as 85 other centres 
from coast to coast between their 
arrival June 18 at St. John's and 
their departure Aug, 1 from Hali­
fax,
A Royal Tour spokesman said 
many communities have asked 
the royal tour commission that 
they be added to ah outline itin­
erary announced Jan. 20. It had 
been found possible to add soma 
of thpm. But “ one or two others?; 
because of geographical prob­
lems, will have to be dropped."
Among additions may be Cham­
berlain, Moose Jaw and Mooso- 
min, ail in Saskatchewan. Find- 
later, Sask., would be dropped.
Plan Bridge Link 
For Hub Centre
KAMLOOPS (CP) — Highway^ 
Minister Gaglardl announced to­
day that a new $3,000,000 bridge' 
linking Kamloops with North 
Kamloops will be started late 
this summer. It will be a four- 
lane structure with pedestrian 
walks and will replace the two- 
lane structure which has con­
nected the communities for 36 
years.
Highest Skyscraper 
May Rise In Canada
TORONTO (CP)-A  123-storey 
luxury apartment - hotel which 
would be among the tallest build­
ings In the world may be built 
In Toronto, It wns reported today.
The $318,000,000 proposed struc­
ture would be built on 5Vit nere.s 
of Toronto Transit Commission 
property in the city’s west end 
by Warner Holdings Limited, a 
Calgary firm.
The firm Tuesday made the 
TTC a written offer of $50,000 for 
a 99-year lease on the property,
The building would provide in­
door pnrking, office space, rest­
aurants, banquet roonrys, and nn 
Indoor swimming pool along with 
hotel facilities.
TTC streetcar barns nnd a 
turning loop now arc located on 
the property.
No height is mentioned in the 
proposal. The site Is on Queen 
Street West nt Ronccsvalles Ave­
nue near the CNR’s SunnysIda 
station. '
The tallest building in the 
world now is New York’s Em­
pire State Building which towers 
1,472 feet above street level in 
104 storeys.
BRITISH COLUMBIA ROUNDUP
UBC Legal Expert Raps BiH 4 3  
In First Public D ebate  O f  Issue
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Profes- 
sor JV. W. R. Cnrrqthors of th(j 
University of British Columbia 
law faculty said Tuesday night 
the nrovtncilal government’̂  new 
Trade Unions Act Vlcaves a great 
deal up to the courts" nnd con­
tains s o m e  cuynbersome and 
v a Iruo language and terms.
Ptx)f. CarroUiera made the re­
marks during a meeting'Called
to stage a panel discussion on the 
new legislation, passed during the 
for his life i n s u r a n c e .  She I recent tqsskm of the legislature 
weighed 250 pound.i. . 'to forbid aympathy picketing and
publishing of no-pntronnge lists 
nnd to make unions and employer 
organizations liable to suit.
Prof. Cnrrotbcrs was a Judge 
In the discussion, sponsored by 
the Vancouver Centro Ubornl 
Association and attended by 500.
Ho said the act' seems to limit 
picketing. "A problem is going 
to arise" In the liability of unions 
and management organlzatioh be­
fore the courts because it la not 
clear whether union pension nnd 
trust funds are attachable to
George A, Wilkinson, vlcc-prcs- 
ident of Marwcll Construction 
Ckrmpnny, said in the debate that 
Uio now law "Is n credit to Iho 
government that they had tlho 
courtage’’ to pass nn net to curb 
"thoughtless nnd reckless" no 
Uons by n minority of unions that 
wns Injurious to society ns A 
whole.
Jack Moore, nnslstnnt to the
8resident of the International foodworkers of America (CIA?) 
Dlatrlct 1, said too low Is "de-
sntlsty Judgment against a union, signed solely to moke .unions
Inoffoctlvc" In golning Incrcnied 
purchnsing power commensurate 
wltK Incrensed productivity.
Jim BUry, c&truUve s e c re to ry  
of'toe B.C. Labor,
s o ld  Its mirPt)tti a M y)infilt n n f. 
lo v e )  out l l v ln i | |B | f i ld t t r d s  of th e  
p e o p le ."  I t  InUtxnjiced an; u n ju s t  
P r in c ip le  toot a  u n to i i  c o u ld  N  
g u i l t y  u n t i l  I t  p ro v e d  In iio co n ce
R. A. Mahoney, Industrial rein 
tions consultont, said the oci 
recognizes thaf "much employ 
ment has twen kcp|i out of B.C;




NEW DELHI (AP) — The Tib­
etan revolt against Chinese Com­
munist rule hns spread through­
out the mountain land, nn Indian 
newspaper close to the Nehru 
government reports todny.
Report persisted thnt fighting 
has subsided In the capital of 
Lhasa, with the Reds still In 
commond. But the pro-govern­
ment Hindustan Times says tha 
rebellion has spread to nil corn* 
nors of Tibet nnd thqt the Dalai 
Lama Is "nOt In Chlnqse hands,"
House Recesses 
For Eastertide






skstoonleave by plane 
late todny, ; ' ,
The Commons la to recess to­
dny until Monday, April 6. Mr. 
Dlefenbaker Is due back at hlf 
Ottawa office next Wednesday,
CANADA'S HIGH 
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Be Careful This 
D e a th  S tr ike s
A long holiday weekend is coming up for 
most Canadians, and hundreds of thousands 
will be taking to the highways for the first 
major outing of the year. Most of them will 
be bent on fun and relaxation, to get beyond 
the borders of cities and towns into the 
bright sunshine and fresh air of the country­
side.
•What will be the situation Tuesday morn­
ing? Some, instead, will find pain and in­
jury, tragedy and grief.
From time to time, on Mondays fre­
quently, this newspaper has the unhappy task 
of printing news of men, women and chil­
dren who are victims of accidents. This is 
not a happy task for the people who work 
in editorial departments.
Tragedy of these accidents linger in the 
memory for a long time. Accidents in or on 
the water are always sudden, shocking and 
most disturbing. They usually happen dur­
ing the beautiful season when people of all 
ages are in the midst of healthful and happy 
recreation.
It is the hope of the editorial department 
of The Daily Courier that we will not have , 
to write obituaries on Easter Monday or on 
Tuesday—obituaries of our friends or their 
sons or daughters or loved ones.
Many people will be taking their boats out 
for the first time this weekend. Before start­
ing that motor up, we suggest that you re­
member the dangers that lurk in the water. 
Tell of them to your families of youngsters. 
Boating enthusiasts should respect the power 
of their motors. If rowing, use care. Keep 
away from makeshift rafts.
And for those people hitting the highways 
for the long weekend, we offer the following 
suggestions:
1. Don’t overcrowd the car with people or 
baggage.
2. Split long trips into easy stages to avoid 
fatigue.
• 3. Never drive when over-tired. Stop for
coffee or a short rest.
W eekend ; 
S u d d e n ly
4. Where traffic is heavy, drive slowly and 
keep well to the right.
5. Always carry a flashlight or flares for 
use in night-time emergencies. If you pull off 
the road for repairs, make sure your car’s 
position is well marked by lights.
6. When in doubt, yield the right-of-way to 
the other driver.
7. On long trips, take plenty of games and 
picture books to keep children safely occu­
pied.
8. On arrival at cottages, clear away any 
debris from the immediate area, and have 
chimneys, heaters and lamps checked to see 
that they are in safe working condition.
9. Never leave lamps or stoves burning 
when cottage is not occupied.
10. If weather permits swimming, make 
sure children arc accompanied at all times; 
never swim alone.
11. Make sure all boats are in good condi­
tion; never use your boat with an excess 
of motor power.
12. Do not overload your boat.
133. In poor weather or unfamiliar waters, 
stay close to shore.
14. Make sure each boat is equipped with 
approved life preservers. Power boats should 
be equipped with fire extinguishers.
15. If your boat overturns, stay with it. 
Never attempt to swim ashore.
16. Keep speed down. Speeding in motor 
boats can' be just as dangerous as speeding 
in cars.
17. It is dangerous to swim in cold water 
for long periods.
18. Learn how to administer artificial res­
piration.
19. Keep a well-stocked first-aid kit in 
the car, at the cottage and on larger boats. 
Find out where a doctor may be reached if 
necessary.
20. Don’t mix drinking with driving, swim­
ming or boating.
21. If you are using small firearms for 
target practice, make sure you have a safe 
backdrop. Don’t fire at water or into the air.
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The sudden death of Hon. Sid­
ney Smith last week made an 
especially severe wrench at many 
hearts, because the Jovial Nova 
Scotian was so universally-liked 
and because he had Just sailM 
past his sixty-second birthday In 
apparently blooming health
g O N M '
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SHOWING THE PICTURES OF HIS TRIP
OTTAWA
THE VICTORIA MERRY-GO-ROUND
N ew  A ppo in tm en t W e lco m e d
The appointment of C. E. Rivett-Carnac 
as commissioner of the RCMP no doubt will 
be welcomed. He is an excellent successor 
to L. H. Nicholson, who resigned last week 
when he disagreed with the federal cabinet 
over sending reinforcements to Newfound­
land.
The new head of the police force has 
.been on retirement leave following comple­
tion of 35 years of service in the 5,300-man 
force. He now is a technical adviser in the 
commercial production of a series of tele­
vision films dealing with the RCMP.
Commissioner Rivett-Carnac is respected 
by members of the famous force, particular­
ly in B.C., where he served as officer com­
manding E division, which takes in the en­
tire province.
No doubt the government decided to ask 
him to remain on duty as RCMP commis­
sioner because of his wide experience and 
knowledge of the force. He has served in 
virtually every Canadian region, including a 
hitch of duty in the northland.
At the same time we can’t help but admire 
and respect the retired commissioner, Mr. 
Nicholson, for taking the stand he did in the 
Newfoundland issue. The federal cabinet 
disagreed with the commissioner on the de­
sirability of strengthening RCMP forces in 
Newfoundland because of the strike situa­
tion there. When his orders of reinforcing 
the RCMP were countcr-manded by the 
government, Comn*ssioncr Nicholson felt 
that he had no option but to resign.
The point on which he resigned appears 
to be an entirely correct one. The contract 
between Ottawa and Newfoundland requires 
the federal government to send extra police
to “the province upon the request of the 
provincial attorney general, if, in the opinion 
of the attorney general of Canada, having 
regard to othe;r responsibilities and duties of 
the force,” such an increase is possible.
The circumstances were such that, from 
the point of view of law enforcement, un­
questionably the right thing to do was to 
send the extra men. That it was possible to 
do so was shown by the fact that many were 
already on the way when they were stopped.
The government’s counter-manding of the 
reinforcement order is justified on one basis 
and on one basis only: that is that the gov­
ernment does not want the federal police 
force to become involved any more than is 
necessary in the enforcement of a bad law.
True, the RCMP is not concerned with the 
issues in the Newfoundland strike; its proper 
concern is the maintenance of law and order. 
Nonetheless, in upholding Mr. Smallwood’s 
legislation there is more than a possibility 
that the high respect in which the force is 
held throughout Canada might suffer. This 
was clearly implied in Mr. Fulton’s state­
ment to parliament that the government’s de 
cision not to send reinforcements to New­
foundland was based mainly on the need to 
uphold the RCMP’s standing in the country
as a whole. _
But, as a law enforcement officer, Com­
missioner Nicholson felt bound to do his 
duty as he saw it. When he was prcvcntcc 
from doing so, he turned in his resignation, 
Whatever may be the rights and wrongs o 
this particular case, a public servant who 
feels strongly enough about an issue like this 
to resign over it deserves only admiration 
and respect. __________________ -
By JAMES K. NESBITT |
VICTORIA—The 1959 session 
of your legislature finally closed, 
after eight weeks, with your 
MLA’s Just about exhausted from 
long hours, the tedium of con­
stant repetition and the heat of 
debate.
Two nights in a row—to 5 a.m. 
and to 3:50 a.m.—the House sat. 
The week before it went to 4:40 
a.m. Those are long hours, and, 
after mdnight, it’s not easy to 
think clearly. Nobody can re 
member who said what, or when, 
let alone why.
Everyone says it’s a scandal 
the way the legislature dawdles 
along for weeks in the beginning 
and then stays up all night dis­
cussing important public business. 
It’s no wonder foolish mistakes 
often creep into our laws. How­
ever, it was ever thus, and likely 
always will be.
The government, to the fury 
of the CCF, took a strong stand 
on the matter of picketing. For­
bidden now altogether by law, is 
the picketing of government 
buildings. ’This pretty well cuts 
the ground from under the feet 
of civil servants in future strikes.
In the March 13 strike there’s 
little doubt as high as 60 per cent 
of the civil service staff would 
have shown up for work if there 
had not been picket lines.
Attorney-general Bonner used 
strong language in explaining 
why the government felt this 
new anti-picketing law necessary.
This event — (the March 13 
strike)—was—in fact, a taking- 
over, a usurpation by persons 
not elected or responsible to the 
public of the province of the func­
tions of government—public con­
venience was frankly Intended, 
as was apparent by the apology 
for such inconvenience display­
ed on cards during the incident. 
It is obvious that the executive 
(the government) must ensure 
the continuation without interfer­
ence or interruption of public 
services provided by the Crown 
in the right of the province. ’This 
measure is intended to deal with 
such Interference should it oc­
cur.”
Opposition Leader Strachan 
described the new anti-picketing 
law ns: ‘‘The most damnable 
piece of legislation in the history 
of this province.”
’There was a wide variety of 
talk in the closing days of the 
session. CCF Mr. Cox of Burn­
aby thought the new Government 
House is costing too much (near­
ly $2,000,00). He said much of 
this money could have been bet­
ter used for housing for elderly 
people.





ALGIERS (AP) — On the 
weather-stained wall of a burned- 
out farmhouse someone had writ­
ten the word "peace.” But few




U n c e r ta in ty
too—more than $90,000 a year.
So are the maintenance costs of 
the Parliament Buildings—̂more 
than $700,000 a year.
It’s costing more each year for 
a legislative session—a total of 
$362,000. This includes members’ 
indemnities of $228,000, their 
living allowances (while in Vic­
toria) of $31,000, their mileage of 
$7,000, plus $30,000 for sessional 
staff, $6,000 for sessional restaur­
ant, a $3,500 sessional allowance 
to the Leader of Her Majesty’s 
Loyal Opposition, and a similar 
sessional allowance to Mr. 
Speaker.
There’s always a little banter, 
of course, to relieve the tedium 
or the wildness of debate, for 
your MLA’s are seldom mean, 
and despite their political differ­
ences »nd the nasty things they 
sometimes say to each other they 
really like each other.
One day CCF Mr. Nimsick of 
Cranbrook and Highways Minis­
ter Gaglardi had a bit of an argu­
ment.
‘"The only thing we have in 
common is a bald head,” said 
Mr. N. to Mr. G., and Mr. N. 
grinned engagingly and Mr. G. 
laughed his bald head off.
It didn’t seem the same the 
last two weeks of the session for 
Mr. Thotnas Uphill of Fernle 
wasn’t there. He was seriously 
ill with bronchial trouble, dan­
gerous in a person nearly 85. 
However, he’s coming along fine, 
though he had a bad time of it.
On the nearby highway, troop 
carriers and ambulances went on 
whizzing by.
On the side of the road trotted 
donkeys ridden by inscrutable, 
turbanned Arabs squinting under 
the blazing , sun.
Sidney Smith Joined the cabinet 
In September 1957 and wai elect­
ed to parliament six weeks later. 
From the cloistered calm of a 
university, he was hurled into 
leading positions In politics, In 
parliament, in departmental ad­
ministration and above all in 
International diplomacy—a nov­
ice in all those fields. In the 
weeks before his election to par­
liament, he used to sit in the 
Speaker's Gallery to listen to the 
proceedings. Some of the ques­
tions on foreign affairs fired by 
Op{x>sition members alarmed 
him, as symptoms of the tight­
rope he would soon have to walk, 
and he let our mock groans of 
dismay.
Entering this strange new 
world, Sidney Smith had to fa­
miliarize himself with so much 
that was new to him. This column 
deplored the snap Judgments be­
ing registered against the rookie.
As I watched him buffetted by 
the unfamiliar in-flghtlng of par­
liamentary committees, parrying 
unexpect^ questions about de­
tails of departmental administra­
tion, I was shocked at the failure 
of some civil servants at his side 
to support him with Information.
However the personality and 
experience and intellectual sta­
ture of the former university 
president soon began to tell; and 
the measure of his achievement 
in eighteen short months is the 
wealth of sincere tribute which 
poured into Ottawa from other 
countries after his death.
SUCCESSOR TO COME SOoNT
Perhaps his greatest triumph 
was to demonstrate to Canadians 
and to our friends abroad that 
Canada’s position on the world 
stage would be no whit less 
strong and active since Nobel 
Prize Winner Hon^L. B. Pearson 
had been succeeded as “Mr. Can­
ada.” And already the specula­
tion is rife as to who will be our 
new Mr. Canada, for Prime Min- 
i.ster Diefenbaker cannot con­
tinue to carry that extra load for 
long.
There is no obvious successor, 
for example Paul Martin
in the same field, there Is In* 
cvitably consideration of a re­
peat. Thus Jules Leger, now our 
amtossador to NATO, was men­
tioned and no doubt actively 
considered in 1957; thus Norman 
Robertson, until recently our 
ambassador to U.S., Is talked of 
now. A Rhodes scholar to Ox- 
j ford's great Balliol College, and
30 years a career diplomat, ho 
has a great background and an 
assured future; would he ex­
change that for the gamble of 
politics?
Apart from Sidney Smith’s Job, 
there is his Ontario representa­
tion in the cabinet to be filled. 
’The outstanding candidate for this 
is without doubt David Walker, 
MP for Toronto-Rosedale. A very 
prominent lawyer, he outranks 
even Finance Minister Don 
Fleming as a Bencher of the 
Law Society of Ontario; the man 
who started John Diefenbaker up 
the political ladder, he had the 
political perspicacity to propose 
him for the Conservative leader­
ship at the Winnipeg convention, 
14 years before he ultimately 
won. Mr. Walker Is cut out to fill 
the post of Minister of Justice 
and Attroney General of Canada, 
which he understudied as parlia­
mentary assistant; even more, 
he is cut out to contribute to 
the wisdom of cabinet’s work for 
Canada.
QUEEN AT HOME 
LONDON (CP) — Queen Eliza­
beth has decided to have the 
royal standard floodlit when she 
is In residence at Buckingham 
Palace or Windsor Castle. Lights 
will shine on the flag from dusk 
to midnight.
IMPORTED FUEL 
Denmark’s fuel consumption, 
met almost entirely by imports 




Premier Bennett never seems 
to tire. ’True, during the long 
night sittings he slipped away to 
his office for a snooze or two, 
returning to the House complete­
ly refreshed. He has developed a
A few hundred yards away a 
truck stopped and gendarmes laz­
ily deployed, putting up a stop 
sign so they could check all cars.
That’s the Algerian war; the 
daily chore — and sometimes 
deatn—for 500,000_ men of the 
French Army: guerrilla raids
from rural hideouts by the reb­
els; fear of rebel threats and 
French reprisals for 9,000,000 
Moslems: an uncertain future aind 
the dread of "abandonment” for 
Algeria’s European settlers.
WAR CONTINUES
Every night in the government 
building in Algiers, an army of­
ficer monotonously reads the 
day’s totals—the number of reb­
els killed or captured and those 
who "rallied” to the French.
Every week, the headquarters 
announces that the confidence of 
the population in this or that ham­
let has been restored.
But the war continues.
In Palcstro, southeast of Al­
giers, a grenade shattered the bar 
of the Hotel de France. A few 
nights before, the owner had 
bragged that he worked for the 
deuxieme (2nd) bureau—French 
military intelligence.
In the frosty dawn nt Kerrata, 
in eastern .Mgerla, civilian ve­
hicles lined up on the highway, 
waiting for armored escort- 
travelling s a l e s m e n ,  delivery 
trucks, Business is business.
On her fortified farmhouse at
would have been the automatic
I have been a stranger In ft 
strange land.—Exodus 2:22.
Such a one would have deeper 
sympathy and understanding 
than most of us have. He would 
know how to make others simi­
larly placed feel welcome and 
among friends.
and trained choice to succeed 
Mike Pearson in the Liberal gov­
ernment. The fact that this front 
bench portfolio was one of the 
last to be filled by Mr. Diefen­
baker shows the care and the 
difficulty involved in the choice.
The most widely favored pos­
sibility for the post is Hon. Davie 
Fulton, the young Minister of 
Justice from B.C. In 14 years in 
parliament and 19 months in the 
cabinet, he has shown himself to 
be outstandingly reliable, imagi­
native and able; as a Rhodes 
scholar, he would not be excelled 
by the permanent staff of our 
most intellectual department.
A dark horse possibility is 
Revenue Minister George Now 
Ian, a Nova Scotian like the late 
Sidney Smith. He has built up an 
image of a quick-thinking hard­
working minister with a facade 
of granite, never fazed by sharp­
shooting by his parliamentary 
foes, and with a presence and 
toughness which would be diplo­
matic assets.
NEW CABINET MINISTER
Other speculation around Ot­
tawa mentions names which were 
similarly bandied about before 
Mr. Smith was brought In from 
outside politics. 'These include 
politicians and career diplomats, 
but there Is no talk of another 
surprise outsider.
Following the precedent of 





great ability to relax, no matter Chebll, south of Algiers, Mmc.
what problems he has on his 
mind.
The first copper mine started 
by white men in South Africa 
was opened in 1685.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
VANCOUVEU (CP)—Economic 
uncertainty has
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Canada bvit It has been'replaced 
by a .serious fl.scal uncertainty, A.
E. Graucr, president of the Brit­
ish Columbia Power Corporation 
Ltd,, says In his annual rc- 
|)ort to shareholders.
lie said the pace of economic 
activity In Canada has been reas­
onably well maintained over the 
last year but the, country now Is 
fared by a widespread fear of In 
hatlon.
Mr. Gauer said the (car of In̂  
f1i\tlnn, caused by the large fed 
oral government deficits, that ac 
cumulated in tho United States 
and Canndni , throughovit 1058, 
have been heightened by tho 
fact that Industrial wage - rates, 
generally, continued to cUmb dur­
ing the recession . . . and the 
fear that the current outlook for 
setter economic conditions will 
bring with It hirthor rounds of 
Inflationary wago Increases.”
"At any rate, ww iww have tho 
weakest bond msifjkot since tho 
lOSOs and an umMuatly strong 
market for io-calM  lnf|atlon-rc 
sUtant things like i^ithmon stocks 
and real estate. \ •
The weak bond market with 
Us' attendant high cost of capital 
hinds is, of course, anything but 
stimulating for bxpenaitures on 
new ptapt and equipment or on 
resource development . . . The 
utility industry* with Its contlnu
ing heavy requirements for new 
capital. Is put In a difficult situa­
tion,
This problem Is heightened by 
the fact that a disproportionate 
amount of available capital funds 
Is being attracted Into the mort­
gage field, to a considerable ex­
tent iMJcause of governmentni 
jiollcles and guarantees.”
Mr. Graucr said tho continu­
ance of the upward momentum 
of the Canadian economy will be 
determined largely by external 
Influences.
Wcnknesscs In some arens of 
demand had been off.sct by In­
creased strength In others dur­
ing 1958 so that tho economic 
pace had been maintained In Ca­
nada despite a drop In world 
trade, a decline InNthe demand 
for raw and soml-prpccsscd ma­
terials, cuts in capital expansion 
and a drop in oVcr-nll output.
"Wo seem slowly hut surely to 
be recovering from the recession 
which began in the middle of 
1957," Mr. Oraiier said.
10 YEARS AGO 
MARCH, 1949
One more link between present- 
dny Kelowna and its early days 
was severed on March 21, with 
the death in North Vancouver of 
Mrs. Weddell, widow of Edwin 
Weddell, former police magis­
trate of Kelowna and one of Its 
earliest settlers.
Ister of education Introduced this 
week.
50 YEARS AGO 
MARCH, 1909
Mr. Chas. Regenory, of Kcl 
ownn, has been appointed s 
Commissioner for taking nffidnv 
Its in the Supreme Court,under 
the "Provincial Elections Act."
Jean Bernard opened the steel 
shutters and removed the ma- 
chin-gun from its emplacement.
"The fifth night without Chi­
cago,” she smiled. She meant no 
shooting for five nights.
In nenrby Blidn, silent Alger 
Inns stood In the centre of the 
main square listening to mortar 
fire from the mountains.
Across the street. In u bnr, 
pnrntroopcrs drank beer and lis­
tened to tho Juke-box music of 
Don’t Gamble with Love 
"Au lx)»ilot (to work)," they 
said, wiping their mouths. And 
they drove In their heavy truek.s 
toward the green mountains, to­
ward tho sound of the mortar 
fire.
$4.95 Best Seller
The In n er S ecret 
of H ea lth !
A doctor who is an authority on 
preventive medicine boUevea wo 
can "undoratand and control” 
the forces which produce much 
illneBs, How? In this now best 
soiling book (condensed In April 
Roador’s Digost) ho tolls of 
pationta who have 'consc(ou»fy 
strengthoned tholr will to Uvo,.. 
and how you can mako yourself 
healthier and happier. Get your 
Uonder's Digest today—on sale 
nt no wnstnnds nnd supermarketa,
STAN C. It. WICKS 
Mr. Stan C. R. Wick* has been 
appointed Secretary Manager of 
tho Uritlah Columbia Automobile 
Association Mr. Howard Boothe, 
Asaociation President, announced
Friday. . .
Mr. Wicks has been with the 
BCAA alnco 1952. He baa been 
manager of the aalcs department 
and a-ssistant to tho secretary 
manaRcr. When Mr. H. Frank 
Bird became executive vice-presi­
dent last July Mr. Wicks took over 
his dutlea In an acting capacity. 
Mr. Wicks came to Canada from 
England In 1928. Ho went back 
to EnRland In 1933, From 1040 
to 1045 bo served In the Royal 
Army Service Corps (air dispatch). 
He returned to PJ*?
and alartcd to work (or tho BCAA 
In May of that year.
"I am pleased to announce tho 
promotion of Mr., Wicks to tho , 
position of secretary manager, 
Mr, Booth* told the BCAA eUn. 
"He has worked hard and hs 
knows and understands all aspecU 
of the Association work. Tjia 
Directors believe d>at with Mr. 
WUks In charge the BCAA win
continue to go 7*
pattern sot by Mr, Bird who hulU 
the Aaaoclallon to Us present 
membership of 77,304 by giving 
excellent service to the membem 
and by taking the part of the 
motorist on all levels of govem-
Mr. Wicks lives at 4458 Marine 
Drive, Went Vancouver, Is married 
and has two children, Wendy ege 
17, end Michael, 14.
MOVABLE OIS1IWA8IIER 
SAINT JOHN, N,n. (CP) — A 
iKirtablo electric dishwasher that 
wheels easily from place to place 
was among items displayed at a 
conference of appliance dealers 
and salesmen here.
Planning for the cxicnaion of 
tho Kelowna General Hospital la 
now In the hands of a planning 
board. In addition to tho board 
of directors sovemil members 
of the medical staff and two 
citizens hove been added.
20 YEARS AGO 
MARCH, 1039 
Death took one of Kelowna’s 
most colorful old-tlmcrs In tho 
person of Horry Mills, well 
known miner nnd prospector. 
Apart from periodical visits to 
town, he had lived a lonely life 
in his cabin up Mission Creek for 
over forty years.
30 YEARS AGO 
MARCH, 1929
Stores and offices will be elosed 
all day Good Friday, but will be 
open 08 usuol on Easter Monday 
TTie Vernon-Kclowno moll stage 
will not run Friday, but a special 
trip will bo made south on Satur­
day, so as to give service both 
ways.
40 YICARS AGO 
m a rch , 1919
The two million acres set apart 
some years ago as an endw - 
ment for the British Oolunabla 
University are to be returned to 
the absolute poasesston ^of the 
crown by ft bUl which the mlo*
Pm k'yd
M
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trains . . . the ’’Canadian’* or “ Dominion’ yo“ l‘ ‘ nW  
real travel pleasure. You'll have your choice^ of berths* 
roomcllcs, bedrooms, compartments or drawing rooms. 
Economical Skyline Coffee'Shpp or De Luxe Dining Room 
Car for your added enjoyment.
Fi^rfitlUnformatlon and reurvatlons, conittcl
City Ticket Offlee 
354 Bernard Aye., Phone PO 2*3129
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Telex  Inauguration  
H ere N e x t Tuesday
Telex, a new and revolutionary 
service for business communica- 
conversations with other sub- 
tion providing instant printed 
scribers across Canada or around 
the world, will be introduced 
here next Tuesday, Kelowna will 
be the third exchange in B.C.
Inaugurated jointiy by Cana­
dian Pacific and Canadian Na­
tional telegraphs, the exchange 
will be located in the Canadian 
Pacific office on Pandosy St.
RUTLAND P-TA MEMBERS IN PANEL DISCUSSION
Rutland Parent-Toachers As­
sociation featured panel dis­
cussion at recent meeting at 
Rutland Elementary School.
Topic of discussion was: “What 
can the community do to make 
education more effective?" Par­
ticipating in panel discussion
were, left to right:; John G. 
Morrison, PTA vice-president: 
Mrs. L. W. Preston: W. L. B. 
Hawker, principal of Rutland 
Eelementary: Mrs. Alex Bell
and L. P. Dedinsky, vice-J^rinci- 
pal of Rutland High School. 
(Courier staff photo — prints 
available).
Labor M inister Sands Claims 
Benefit A ll Province
PENTICTON — I’m stepping on | way William Sands, deputy min- 
dangerous ground but I’m sure ister of labor opened his remarks 
you expect mo to do .so," was thcito the first annual convention ban-
REPLACED BY CHANCELLOR






Provincial Archivist Willard 
Ireland of Victoria is here today 
to address the annual meeting of 
the Okanagan Museum and Arch-
Vegetable Workers' Union Local began inthe B.C. Tree Bruits board room
at 2:30. Mr. Ireland is recog-
Parish P ries t 
3 O n Leave
One of the city’s most respect­
ed clergymen—Rt. Rev. W. B. 
McKenzie, DP—has announced 
he will be leaving shortly for a 
year's rest due to health reasons.
Msgr. McKenzie has been in 
Kelowna probably longer than 
nny other clergymen serving here 
nt the present time. Ho has been 
parish priest at the Church of 
The Immaculate Conception since 
October, 1931.
Very Rev. R. D. Anderson, 
chancellor of the Diocese of Nel- 
8
%
son, arrived in Kelowna over the 
weekend to administer the parish 
during Msgr. McKenzie’s ab­
sence.
In announcing the change.to his 
parishioners, Msgr. McKenzie 
said he intended to spend some­
time in a Vancouver hospital 
undergoing a complete rest and 
medical check-up. He intends to 
leave here in about two weeks 
time.
NEW CHURCH
Msgr. McKenzie also announced 
that a new church would be built 
this year. The present church, a 
little over 50 years old, is much 
too small for a parish of this 
size, which embraces all the
1572.
Speaking on the now famous 
Bill 43. the act relating to trade 
unions and labor laws. Mr. Sands 
said such a move was long over­
due.
‘British Columbians were sick 
and tired of the constant name­
calling and bickcrin." so prevalent 
these last few years . . .  It was 
apparent the public had had more 
than enough and was looking to 
the government to give it leader­
ship," the deputy minister said.
Listing four things lacked by 
the old act and three items con­
tained in the new, Mr. Sands said 
the now act would eventually 
benefit the entire province.
"In straightforward language it 
establishes the following prin­
ciples,” said Mr. Sands.
“The circumstances in which 
information may be given in a 
labor dispute; the circumstances 
under which ex parte injunctions 
may be granted; and thr legal 
status of the rarties involved in 
labor disputes."
Mr. Sands claimed that trade 
unions conducting themselves 
“the same as everyone else” 
would have nothing to fear from 
the new legisltation.
Only five per cent of the labor 
organizations in the province con-
City council plans a special 
meeting this afternoon to expe­
dite a bylaw aimed at turning 
over the city’s airport property to 
the federal transi»rt department.
The transfer is required by 
Ottawa laefore actual work on 
the runway will be started. Sur­
veys already have been made for 
blacktopping 5,000 feet of runway.
The city fathers, at Monday 
night’s meeting, gave first three 
reading to bylaw 2045, authoriz- 
CARS IN AUSTRALIA jng the sale of the lands to the 
Australia had 1,646,400 motor- crown. Final reading must come 
cars registered in March, 1958, 48 hours later at the earliest and 
compared with 1,569,000 the pre-jthat is the reason for today’s 
vious year. special meeting.
nized as one of the province’s top 
authorities on historical and 
museum affairs.
Mayor R. F. Parkinson is expect­
ed to be among those marking 
the inauguration of this service.
It is expected that the service 
will be introduced in Medicine 
Hat, Alta, on the same day and 
contact may be arranged be­
tween the two cities.
The teleprinter, simple to oper­
ate as a typewriter has the ad­
vantage of providing • a perma­
nent, written word, thus reduc­
ing the possibility of misunder 
standings in figures and data. It 
will be installed on a service 
charge basis.
NO MIMIMUM CHARGE
Users of telex will be billed for 
the exact amount of time used 
in wire conv„ersations, with no 
minimum charge such as com­
monly used in long distance tele­
phone connections.
Another feature of this speeded 
up communication of the busi­
ness world is the linking of telex 
units directly with CN or CP 
telegraph offices to send or re­
ceive telegram or cablegrams to 
and from anywhere in the world.
The user of telex will simply 
consult a special directory list­
ing the users across Canada. A 
direct dialing operation, similar 
to that used in every day tele­
phone operation, will immediate­
ly link the two parties.
After receiving an automatic 
"answer back” on the teleprint­
er to confirm contact with the 
correct party, the sender may 
type the message. The message 
can be transmitted even if the 
receiving party is absent. It re­
mains in the machine until his 
return.
city and the districts of Glen ____________ _ ..............
more, ducted themselves improperly ac
^  cording to the deputy minister.
MONSIGNOR IMcKENZIE
Kelowna and Okanagan Mission.
Father Anderson will supervise 
the construction Of the new 
church, which will be erected on 
a lot west of the present church.
One of the last official acts by 
Msgr. McKenzie will be the turn­
ing of the first sod for the new 
church April 5.
Father Anderson has been in 
charge of the chancery office at 
Nelson for the, past few years. 
Born and educated in central 
Alberta, he studied philosophy 
at the Seminary of Christ the 
King at Burnaby and theology at 
St. Augustine’s Seminary in Tor­
onto.
He has been in Nelson continu­
ously since his ‘ordination 12 
years ago.
Magistrate Warns Youth M ay  
Lose Car Unless Ways Mended
A 20-year-old Kelowna youth, quipped with a proper light over 
Hans Martin Hansen, has. l>een • • "
warned he may have his car 
confiscated if he appears before 
Magistrate Donald '^ i t e  on an­
other traffic charge.
The warning came in court 
when Hansen was fined a total 
of $55.50, including costs on three 
separate charges.
He was fined $25 and costs for 
operating a motor vehicle with 
a faulty muffler; $10 and costs 
for driving contrary to restric­
tions endorsed on his licence (not 
properly insured) and $10 and 




owna cemetery followed last rites 
in Vernon for Harold Hudson, 73, 
who died suddenly in Jubilee 
Hospital March 17. The funeral 
was held under auspices of the 
Masonic Order.
Mr. Hudson was born in Leeds, 
England, in 1885, and came to 
Canada at the age of 18. He was 
a railway mail clerk on the “Soo” 
run from Moose Jaw to North 
Portal, Sask. He retired from 
the railway mail service in Janu­
ary, 1947, coming to Vernon that 
his licence plate. year.
The youth pleaded guilty to all Surviving are his widow. Iris, 
three charges and was given one of Vernon; and one daughter, 
week to pay the fines. IMrs. Denise Urquhart, Kelowna.
City Objections 
To Rest Home 
Disappearing
City council just about gave the 
green light Monday night to the 
Prince Charles Lodge getting a 
provincial government rest home 
licence.
So far the local health officer. 
Dr. D. A. Clarke, and the city’s 
building inspector, A. E. Clark, 
have indicated they have no ob­
jection.
Last night, council heard a re­
port that the fire marshal, Fire 
Chief Charles Pettman, had sev­
eral requirements to meet so that 
the building would come up to 
the standards for fire prevention 
and protection.
Council was advised that Mr. 
and Mrs. R. J. Heaver of the 
Prince Charles Lodge had agreed 
to the fire marshal’s conditions. 
Council granted approval, condi­
tional upon the proprietors carry­
ing out the fire marshal’s re­
quirements in full.
The lodge already has a board 
ing home licence from the city.
Council Approves 
Trade Licences
AtvUcations from the followlnit 
for brades licences were formal­
ly approved by city council tWa 
week:
Westcoast Leasing Ltd., per E. 
A. Campbell, 1447 Ellis St., for 
office furniture and equipment 
rental,
John Seltenrich and John H. 
Sismey, Westbank, building con­
tractors.
Robert James ShurUlff, 1789 
Ktngsway, Vancouver, vacuum 
cleaner agent.
Ronald Raymond Weninger and 
Andre Blanleil, 691 Oxford Ave., 
repairs and servicing television 
sets at 1716 Richter St,
Robert G. Wolf. 549 Rowcllffe, 
towing service at 332 Leon Ave.
Mrs. Kay Miller and Mrs. 
Gladys V. Smith, 2124 Pandosy 
St., five rooms for rent,
Mrs. Earle Francis Smith, 788 
Lawson Ave., three rooms to rent.
Pioneer Meat Packers Ltd., 
McCurdy Road, Rutland, per 
Fred Gross, delivery service.
Johannes George (Jack) Buc- 
koltz, 280 Harvey Ave., building 
contractor.
Mrs. Katharina Stotz, R.R. 4, 
textile pedlar.
Henry Beaubien. 930 Manhat­
tan Drive, building contractor.
Sunrise Industries (Vancouver) 
Ltd., per Evan Martin Williams, 
p e d l a r  electrical appliances 
(food preparing machines).
BRITISH METHODISTS
More than 25,000 people joined 
the Methodist Church in Britain 
in 1958, bringing total member­






Taken by our photographer. 
It i.s easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them In your 
album.
Large Glossy 6Mt x 8Mi 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please 
Order at the Business Office
The Daily Courier
"Experience has shown that at 
least 95 per cent (of labor organ­
izations) c o n d u c t  themselves 
properly.”
Sounding a warning to the new­
ly-formed union, Mr. Sands noted 
that “no group, no matter how 
powerful or well entrenched, can 
continue to ignore its community 
responsibility.”
“If our economy—if our In­
stitutions—if our way of life is 




VERNON—Mr. Justice T. 'W. 
Brown of Vancouver presided at 
a special civil sitting of the B.C. 
Supreme Court in Vernon Friday, 
when he heard five petitions for 
divorce actions. The judge heard 
civil cases, including divorce 
actions, in Kelowna this week.
Toastmasters Change Format; 
Tom Capozzi Wins Silver Cup
A clumi'e In the tabK'toi)ics for- Toastmaster.s will not rocon- 
mat was a fealme of the K(d.|vcne now until Monday. AprllJ, 
owna To;\!'.tmasters dinner meet­
ing, held Monday i\ii;hl in the 
Aberdeen Room of, the Royal 
Anne Hole!.
Vice-pre.sidiu\t (‘.onion Lamber- 
(oh culled upon each toastmn.ster 
lo su!;.!',est an impromptu topic,
Hull, from a prepared list of 
name;., anoilu-r loa.stmaster was 
di'legrd.d to give a iwo-minute 
talk. Those participating were 
Art Drain', .Mian Bollock, Bruce 
MaeMlHan, Hob Taylor, Tom Ca- 
poz/t, Ca.'drni (iaiiqhler, Gonion 
Lamberltm, Ed Ilo.yd, Hanx Dum- 
ka, BUI Crooks, Arnic Tcasdixlc!,
Stan Slelntiauer,' Walt Lamlcr,
Dudley I’litcliard and Ron Mac- 
C.lllivray.
A gucid, AUaipCook, Bentlcton, 
eommimted brirdy on lii|S imprer.- 
rlons of tabl«do|ilc;i. , '
Iou.xi.M. hi'E .\k i :rs
' Tl'.o'iC participating In tlie for­
mal poit of the png’,ram
OPERATION DISASTER
The Kelowna Lions Club hns formed a committee to stockpile 
useable clothing and household articles to assist local families 
who may be left homeless should sudden fire or disaster strike. 
YOU CAN HELP by donating anything of use you may have 
around your home.
Phone Mrs. Connie Smith PO 2-4096 or John Jenkins 
PO 2-2823 who will arrange pick-up.
BAPCOLITE
M A R IN E
PAINTS
Are used by passenger ships, freighters 
and the larger marine companies on the 
Pacific coast.
Tested for fresh water conditions . . .  a tough, fade resistant 
paint for the do-it-yourself man.





1619 PANDOSY ST. PHONE PO 2-2134
s e i ©
45c .0 79c
The Kiddies’ Favorites 
Smiles ‘n’ Chuckles 
Milk Chocolate Farmyard Figures 
"Little Red Hen", "Reggie Rabbit' 
“Peter Cottontail", “Davy Duck" 
“Cocka-Doo”
Packed in gay 
boxes, from ....
Moir’s Chocolate coated Marshmallow 
filled Eggs. 1
Only, e a ch ....................................  • ' ' ' '
Thorne’i  English Toffees in attractively 
colored tins.
From as low as ..........................
BOXED CHOCOLATES 
Moir’s Pot o’ Gold — Half and Half 
Cherries in Maraschino 
English Black Magic and Dairy Box 
All Easter Wrapped
Remember your friends far and 
near this Easter with an appro­
priate Easter Card . .  .a 
Rustcraft Card
YOUR LOCAL REXALL STORE
WILLITS-TAYLOR DRUGS LTD.
CORNER PANDOSY and BERNARD
wvr<
Turn. (j'.v\»i).'i/l, wl)i,i :,iH)ki> ,nn 
■'Wine', ,(hu living I'IihhI u( (In 
All Dniki', who gnvi' an
11x1111,1' talli mi 'niitimiaUfim ("'U 
llu' Camuluiii fl.i,g, and Aniio 
'rca'ulqlv, tju'im' ,\v;u mm
ei'iiu'il with till' Ininiuiniziiig 
inium' tif 'hivi' as a panacea for 
UiC wm Ul'a ills,, .
Giinh.n Lamla'Ctmi offleialeil as 
t(n«s(mas‘(m' >i( the nvchliTg.'
Si'i ' ch enlictt , (nr, the (luei) 
ftv(" niitinte, foniial ' siwaker-s,
' gave a cpn-slnicllvc aiialyslM oi 
the iH'sp«'gtive, lalka (ntm the 
tnimtma-tei.s ihhUuhi, Sam Dimi 
k(» critic,,ftjv Tom .Ca
Bill CiiHik.s, for Art Drake, 
aiif̂ i Brm.' Miu'Miilnn aiialyuHl 
Arnic Te I'dali ^  dirnirmniitii iid 
ilrc.ss r’oUiiwni)!. a ' ilmiiocriitle 
, ha'll'ot, ‘lijni it'ai«:vf.'l'vvaa vt l̂ed 
the bci't .•ipM.slu-r'ami awaulcd tliv 
i,Uvcr cup. '
I 1 ' '













PERFECT ENTERTAINMENI FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY!
SAL ̂ STARRING
J E R O i s A E  P H I L I P  R A F A E L JO Y  BRITT H . M .






and Sat, eve. 
















1 p,m. & 3;1S,
^  A F A M O U S  P L A Y E R S  T H E A T R E
Phone P 0  2-31U
Ogopogo Curlers
Getting Licks
The 14th annual Ogopogo Bon- 
spiel was a going concern this 
morning, as all rinks in the “ A” 
event got in their licks, with a 
few of the early birds starting 
last night.
A total of 40 rinks thundered 
away today, in the first official 
day of the four-day annual curl­
ing wind-up in the Orchard City, 
with local curlers having a fair 
measure of success.
Tightest game to date was last 
night's 12-11 hassle between Nels 
Clow of Kelowna and John Brown 
of Westbank. Clow, the curling 
club president, and a veteran of 
[the ice path, beat out the form 
ler Ogopogo winner from West- 
bank by a rock in a real thriller.
Kelowna’s first BCMP rink to 
enter the Ogopogo, under Corp­
oral Ed Hickman, suffered a de­
feat at the hands of the Wood 
rink from Kelowna.
Tw'o former Kelownians, now 
part-owners of a radio station in 
Quesnel, Jim Ritchie and Denny 
Read, dropped their match 
against BiU Robson of Kelowna 
in this morning’s draw, with Rit­
chie skipping the northern rink.
Dr. Hec Moir of Kelowna suf­
fered the most lop-sided beating 
so far, when he took a 19-4 shell­
acking at the hands of Green of 
Kelowna.
Don Day of Kelowna also had 
a walk-over, walloping Ken John 
son of Vancouver 13-8 in a game
CARIBOO CURLERS IN OGOPOGO
"Well, do we sweep?" Two 
former Kelownians, now cur- 
Ung in the Ogopogo Bonspiel 
with a Quesnel rink, watch the
progress of one of their mates* 
rocks. Left is Denny Read, 
former radio station manager, 
and right is Jim Ritchie, now
a partner with Read in the 
Quesnel radio station. A total 
of 40 rinks are participating in 
the annual event, which started
officially today, although 16 
rinks curled a preview last 
night. Play is scheduled to wind 
up Saturday.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Canucks and Winni­
peg Warriors emerged triumph­
ant Tuesday night in the first 
games of their respective coast 
and prairie division W e s t e r n  
Hockey League best-of-five semi­
finals.
Rookie Canuck goalie Bruce 
Gamble handled 20 shots as Van­
couver shut out Spokane Flyers 
3-0, while a third - period goal 
helped Winnipeg to a 3-2 victory 
over Edmonton Flyers.
Vancouver will battle Spokane 
again Friday night — the same 
night Victoria opens its coast 
semi-final in Seattle. Edmonton 
meets Winnipeg again Thursday 
night.
BELISLE LED ATTACK
Canucks clicked smoothly on 
their home ice as Danny Belisle 
scored twice and rookie Ron How- 
eU once.
Spokane held Vancouver at bay 
untU the s e c o n d  period when 
Howell stole the puck from Fly 
ers’ Benny Woit and Ron Atwell 
lifting it over Emil Francis’s 
shoulder while alone in front of 
the net.
Belisle scored his first goal 
midway through the third period 
on a p e r f e c t  pass from Ted 
Hampson. His second goal came 
while Spokane’s Bev Bell was sit 
ting out a penalty for interior 
ence.
With just 20 seconds remaining 
In the game A1 Johnson almost 
scored for Flyers when he drove 
the puck from a faccoff and hit 
Gamble’s goal post.
Francis turned aside 24 shots 
on his net.
CAME FROM BEHIND .
Edmonton’s M u r r a y  Oliver 
opened the scoring against Win­
nipeg early in the second period. 
Minutes later Billy McNeill gave 
Flyers a 2-0 lend, but Warriors’ 
Steve Witiuk cut the lend by one 
goal when his shot , from a .sharp 
angle fooled goalie Ed Johnston.
With lU i minutes gone in the 
final period rookie Gerry Brisson 
beat Johnston to even the score. 
Two minutes later Dick Lamour- 
eaux broke the tic and gave War 
rlors tho victory.
Johnston stopped 32 shots in the 
game, while A1 Rollins had an 
easier time of it at the other 
end, handling 20,
THIRD SAVAGE CUP GAME 
SET FOR VERNON TONIGHT
Coach George Agar’s Vernon Canucks host Ollie 
Dorohoy's Nelson Maple Leafs tonight in Vernon Civic 
Arena for the third game of their Savage Cup finals, fac­
ing a 2-0 deficit in games.
The Okanagan champions will host the Kootenay win­
ners for the remaining games in the series, with the fourth 
game slated for tomorrow night, and the fifth game Sat­
urday night.
It is the first time in 21 years the Nelson club has 
been engaged in the play-offs for the B.C. championship, 
and they played to packed houses in both games there.
HELPS TOTEMS
Gerry Goyer, flashy rookie 
centre with the Packers this 
year, has been called to Seattle 
to bolster the Totems centre 
strength in their WHL semi­
finals, starting Friday night.
Kelowna Juniors 
Shake O ff Rust
which was conceded after the 
ninth end.
Action in tho “B" event start­
ed this afternoon at 2:45, wiUi 
■‘C’’ event starUng at 7:15 to­
night and the ’’D" event rinks 
starting tomorrow at 12:30 p.m.
Competition has been keen so 
far, with the weather perfect out 
side for visitors, and the ice, 
under George Sutherland, just 
right for curling.
The draw, prepared by club 
draw-master Walter Hobbs, is 
also clicking along, and should 
be finished by Saturday night, al 




Clark (Vernon) 11, Brownlee 
(Kelowna) 7 
Begg (Summerland) 9, Conklin
(Kelowna) 7
Tturobiey (Vernon) 8. Joh&nssoa 
(Kelowna) 6 >*?1
Rodgers (Kelowna) 9, J(^nstoa 
(Kelowna) 7
Tuesday, 9 p.m.
Clow (Kelowna) 12, Brown 
(Westbank) 11
Green (Kelowna) 19, Moir 
(Kelowna) 4
Shlrrcff (Kelowna) 10, Cowley 
(Kelowna) 8
Waite (Kelowna) 8, Fenton 
(Westbank) 4
Wednesday. 8 t.m .
Wood (Kelowna) 8, Hickman 
(Kelowna) 6
Robson (Kelowna) 9, Ritchlt 
(Kelowna) 7
Day (Kelowna) 13, Johnson 
(Vancouver) 8
McCaugherty (Kelowna) •
Saucier (Vernon) 9 
(Playing extra end)
%.I
GEORGE INGIJS — SPORTS EDITOR
PAGE 4 KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, WED., MARCH 25. 1959
M o re  Light, 
Ball Park
Kelowna’s Willow Inn juniors 
will be able to stop marking time 
Saturday night, when they host 
the Trail juniors in the first 
game of the best-of-three B.C. 
semi-finals.
The problem is, they have laid 
off so long they will probably 
have to have the rust taken off 
before they play, following their 
two-week lay-off. .
Coach Gerry Levasseur has
Major Badminton Titles 
Expected To Take Trips
QUEBEC (CP) — The Cana­
dian badminton championships 
opened today with all eyes on a 
cluster of foreigners who were 
expected to walk off with the ma­
jor titles.
Some 125 players from Canada, 
the U n i t e d  States, Indonesia, 
Thailand and Malayh were com­
peting for 11 major titles in the 
four-day tournament.,
World singles champion Tan 
Joe Hock of Indonesia wa.s con­
sidered the pick of the men's en­
tries. Grouped closely behind Tan 
were Charoen Wadhanasin and 
Tlinnoo Kndjadbhal of Thailand, 
Llm Scy Hup and Teh Kew San 
of Malaya, and Jim Poole and 
Don Davis of the United States, 
Poole, who plays out of San 
Diego, Is U.S. national singles
Prostests Mount Was Lame
champion while Davis, now play­
ing out of New York, won sev­
eral major tournaments on the 
American West Coast last winter.
, Judy and Sue Devlin, sisters 
from Baltimore, were expected to 
have the women’s division pretty 
nnich to themselves both in sin­
gles and doubles. Jqdy is world 
women’s singles champ, has won 
the all-England singles twice and 
walked off with tho Canadian wo­
men's singles crown in 1957, 
Favored Canadians were Jim 
arnwath and Bev Wcstcott of 
Toronto, veteran Harold Moody 
Montreal and 19-year-old Ed 
Hreljac of Creighton Minos, Ont, 
who won last year’s junior men’s 
crown in Victoria.
Top Canadian women included 
two former Canadian women’s 
singles champions — Mrs. Kne 
Grant of Montreal and Marge 
Shedd of Toronto, and Joy Camp­
bell and Anno Murray, both of 
Winnipeg., Mis.s Murray won the 
unlor women’s title last year 
and still Is junior age, She was 
entered in both the women’.s and 
unior women’s competitions.
BOWIE. Md. (AP) — Howarda rant, young riding sensation of 
lO current meeting nt this south­
ern Maryland track, tried to 
save the horse players $16,835 in 
beta *I\iesdny.
Against hla better judgment, 
Grant rode Sew Wash Wear In 
the 4Mi-IurIong third race and 
came In about 20 lengths behind 
the Held. Ho had protested to tho 
veterinarian nt the starling gate 
that his mount was soro or lame, 
\But Dr. Frank Keller had him 
Jog tho flUy for n sixteenth of a 
mile, said she looked nil right 
and told Grant to go nhead.
BBT RKCORD
der way. Tliero are five more 
days to the winter-spring meet­
ing.
Tl(c incident recalled an old 
controversy recently brought to 
tho fore when Hnrtnck refused 
to ride mount.s in Florida hp 
claimed were not fit. In one ease 
the horse was scratched and In 
tho other Hartnck finished sec 
ond.
'llio question tlu  ̂Grant jneldchl 
raised is: Who knows best whe­
ther a horse l.s fR to rdn, tho 
jockey on tho animal or tho vet 
crlnnrlan?.
Although Se\y Wash We.ar had 
no visible sores. Grant said theto » Tby won ttjo test foir two- ,„|y
“itfî Td filly mnidena. Bow WnshLjj^jj ^ she came
nmn ng her f rst race,  ̂ paddock "
at 5-to^ odds under JX. "
set n,course rcrojd ^
7>ietdny with three victories that 
iJayo. him a total of 42 for the 
meeting.
BUI
llartack'a 41 winhew during a 
meetlns In but Grant has 
■et hla mark In much moro si>eo
SS days of rid 
teg, but Orant, J^-ycniMa Clm 
(cinhhii ynuth. bos toted up bte 




NELSON (CP) — 1X0 Atwell 
president of tho, B.C. Ainntiier 
nbekey AssocteUon. snki here 
Monday night the fourth game of 
the Iwst-of-seven Sovoge Cup, fi­
n ite  between Nelson Maple Lenfa 
ited Vernon Canadians will be 
played Thursday at Vernon, In 
atead .of Good Friday.
been working them out every 
night, keeping them fit, but they 
have only been able to scrape up 
two exhibition games in that 
period. Manager Ray PoweU 
tried to have the date of the 
series moyed to a week earlier, 
but was unable to obtain concur­
rence from the Kootenay club, 
through the BCAHA, and the re­
sult may be a hectic period for 
one or the other team.
FIRST ON SATURDAY
The clubs play their first 
game Saturday at 8 p.m, in 
Memorial Arena, and their sec­
ond is tentatively scheduled for 
3:30 p.m. Sunday.
The problem, however, is go­
ing to arise should a third game, 
on Monday, be necessary, since 
the winner of this series has to 
travel to the coast for the B.C 
finals, Monday and Tuesday, 
March 30-31, a rather difficult 
thing to do.
Both Powell and Levasseur are 
confident of t h e i r  charges' 
chances, and Powell, minor pro 
centre star for 14 years, thinks 
they can go all the way, if they 
deliver the hockey they are cap­
able of.
The club, comprised of home 
brows with two exceptions, have 
added goalie Vern Blaney from 
Vernon for the series ,as spare 
goal tender.
In league piny this year, they 
were undefeated, and kept that 
record through play-offs, with a 
loss in exhibition play against 
Summerland intermediates be­
ing their only short-end-score of 
tho season.
Another light shone on Bernard 
Avenue last night.
The light, one of the many on 
the colorful signs marking the 
progress of the Kelowna Orioles’ 
season ticket sales, marked a 
total of $4,200 out of the target 
of $11,00 achieved. The money is 
to be used to light up the Elks 
Stadium this summer, to give the 
fans night baseball for the first 
time in history.
Emblematic of a baseball dia­
mond, the sign has a number of 
bulbs which are turned on as 
the sales of season ticket blocks 
progresses, keeping fans aware 
of the status of the drive.
LIT FOR JUNE
Coach Hank Tostenson said 
yesterday that the park would be 
lit for a league game on June 11, 
and would be used every Thurs­
day after that for league games, 
and every Saturday, as far as 
possible, for exhibition baseball 
against top-flight western Can­
adian and U.S. semi-pro clubs.
The idea for lighting the park 
has been kicked around by the 
baseball executive for
of tickets, which are being soldi 
at a price of less than a dollar | 
per game.
Tickets are being sold in many! 
business houses, also, and reports 
indicate an enthusiastic response, 
although many more have to be| 
sold to reach the objective.
f a s h i o n
te lls
m l y  h a lf
Vernon To Have 
Racing In July
years, but this year’s exec, under 
president Bill Goodwin, decided 
to do something about it, and 
organized the ticket drive. All 
ball players and many baseball 
enthusiasts are aiding in the sale
VICTORIA (CP) — A 117-day 
season of flat and harness racing 
was approved for this summer 
in B.C. in an order - in - council 
released Tuesday by the cabinet.
The total represents an in­
crease of two days over the 19581 
season.
Vancouver’s flat racing seasons! 
runs 80 days from May 15 to 
Sept. 14, split between exhibition 
and Lansdowne Parks. Sandown 
Park in Sidney, B.C., will havel 
14 days between Sept. 10 and Oct. 
12.
The Vernon Fair Grounds will 1 
several have four days from July 11-15.
Dim View Taken 
Of Race Course
LIVERPOOL, England (AP)— 
An official of the Royal Society 
for Prevention of Cruelty to Ani­
mals said Tuesday that after the 
Grand National Steeplechase Sat­
urday, 17 horses were bleeding 
produsely from the flanks.
Five were also bleeding heav­
ily from the nostrils, said Rich­
ard Clitherow, secretary of the 
Liverpool branch of the RSPCA.
95
T H E  S H O E  W IT H  T H E  B E A U T IP U I. F IT
The whole story of the comfort and style is in the 
wearing. It fits, clings, and gives with every step. 
Just one of our American Beauty Pump collection 
from Naturalizer.




PAISLEY, 'Scotland (AP) -  
Tlvo United Statlon.s national 
amateur Ice hockey team defeat­
ed the professional Pnl.sley Plr- 
ate.s Tuesday night 6-5. Tlie 
Ainerlcah team is on tour after 
placing fourth In • tho world 
ehamiilonships at Prague.
PORT SAID, Egypt (Reuters) 
The United Stales anhy dredger 
Essn;'onu, tho b i g g e s t  In the 
world, has arrived hero to help 
deepen the Suez Canal.
ROD, GUN CLUBBERS 
CONCLAVE TONIGHT
T|ic '35th annual meeting of 
tho Kelowna and District Rod 
and Gun Club will be held in 
the Elks’ Hall on Leon Avenue 
tonight nt 8 o’clock.
Election, of 12 executive 
members, committee roports, 
new business, nnd n talk by 
blg-gnmo biologist Pnt Marlin 
of Kamloops are on tho agenda.
Special out-door motion pic­
tures will climax the meeting.
LOOKING AHEAD ,
EDINBURGH, Schtland (AP) 
Actoî  A. E. Matthews, 89, ap­
pearing In n coipedy hero, told 
a reporter he’s giving up whisky 
nnd saving his money. "When n 
man is getting on foi* 90—which 
I will be in Novcml)cr—It's time 
for him to start thinking about 
hlM future," he said.
LEARN TO PLAY THE VIOLIN
PHER ZADOROZNY
will tench advanctid students and wilt 
also take in young beginners.
' Instruction given at tho ' 
PARAMOUNT MUSIC CENTRE 
422 BERNARD AVE.
For further Information 
Phone PO 34S2S or PO
IT’S LUCKY when you live in B.C.
" '
. . .  P R IB N D L Y  N B IO H B O U R a-  
O R BA T DBBRI
-D B U Q IO U a  PO O D *
largeBl selling beer in the entire west '■
LufcKY LA G E R PO 2-2224
V-IM This adrarussmsnt Is not publishe^or dispisysd by lha Uquor ttntrol Board or by |ha Oovarnaitnl of Dfillsh Columbia^
woBwmuk m ax n. u s t  p a g e  i
Lumley Hog-Ties Leafs 
Bruins Hustle
BOSTON (CP) — Harry Lum­
ley, an old pro who waa headed 
for hockey's scrap heap last sea­
son, returned to the Stanley Cup 
playoffs Tuesday night with all 
the class that made him one of 
the game’s great goaltenders.
Big Lum frustrated Toronto 
Maple Leafs as Boston Bruins 
took a 5-1 victory in the opening 
game of their best-of-seven semi­
final series.
The 32-year-old veteran of 14 
National Hockey League cam 
paigns stunned Leafs with some
amazing acrobatics. Inspired by 
his work. Bruins scored three 
goals to break a 1-1 tie in the 
second period and humble the 
high-flying Leafs, who earned a 
playoff berth with five straight 
victories In the regular season’s 
last eight days.
How good was he? Rarely bet­
ter.
NO ONE BETTER
Said Leaf coach Punch Imlach 
"You couldn’t put the puck by 
the big guy even if you had a
gun. No goalie in hockey could 
have done a better job."
"Lum played himself one heck 
of a game," said Boston coach 
Milt Schmidt, "He came up with 
the big saves."
While Lumley, cast aside by 
Leafs as a washed up operator 
three years ago, was looking af­
ter Leaf attackers, the Bruins 
scoring was handled by Gerry 
Ttoppazzini, Leo Labine, Vic Sta 
siuk, Larry Leach and Don Mc- 
Kenney. Rightwinger Gerry Eh- 
man picked up Leafs’ only goal
Bonin Snipes Two  
Habs Down Hawks
on a power play in the second
period.
The teams clash in the second 
game here ThuTsday night, then 
swix\g to Toronto for engagements 
Saturday and next Tuesday. The 
winner of the set goes against ei­
ther Montreal Canadiens or Chi­
cago Black Hawks iii a best-of- 
seven series for the Stanley Cup.
L u m 1 e y’s exceptional stops 
came shortly after Leafs had 
deadlocked the score on Ehman's 
15-foot blast in front of the BostAn 
goal at 6:07 of the second period.
AMAZING STOVS
Centre Bobby Pulford, who was 
only seven when Harry turned 
professional in 1943, broke away 
and blazed in alone on the six- 
foot-one Bruin netminder. His 
shot headed for the upper corner, 
but Lumley managed to get his 
arm up in time to deflect it into 
the crowd.
Labine then put Boston in front
CUTIES OF TOMORROW TRAIN
A couple of cur\’aceous cutics 
of tomorrow learn the gentle 
art of gymnastics in Kelowna’s 
Centennial Hall, where classes 
are held each Saturday morn­
ing in calisthenics and gym­
nastics, for young girls. Above, 
instructress Mrs. Hellevi Coop­
er is seen supervising, while 
Mary Matsuda, 11 (left), and
Vera Dolman, 8, practise a 
graceful s i d e  arch. These 
classes are part of the active 
program that fills the hall 
many hours per week.
Drysdale's "Tired Elbow' 
W id e  A w ake Y esterday
By JIM KENSIL 
Associated Press Sports Writer
Don Drysdale’s "tired elbow” 
is wide awake and throwing.
It never took a rest Tuesday 
as the 22-year-old Los Angeles 
right-hander pitched nine shutout 
innings and. the Dodgers upped 
their exhibition record to 10-3, 
best in the majors.
The Philadelphia Phils were 
the victims of Drysdale’s 1-0 per 
: lormance, a five-hitter. The Phils 
got only two runners past first 
base after the fourth inning, and 
although the Dodgers got only 
three hits, a double by Wally 
Moon and a triple by Jim Gen­
tile in the fourth inning were 
enough. It was the first complete 
spring game by a Dodger pitcher 
in three years.'
Milwaukee’s W ar r  e n Spahn 
was as sharp as Drysdale Tues­
day, allowing only five hits in a 
3-0 victory over St. Louis at St 
Petersburg. Ed Haas helped 
with a first - inning, lead - off 
homer.
Pittsburgh’s Vern Law stopped 
the much - Improved Detroit 
Tigers 3-1 as Rocky Nelson, the 
perennial minor leaguer, chipped 
in with three hits, including 
home run. Qne of four hits off 
Law was a homer by Gail Harris 
ORIOLES BLAST As
Baltimore shelled Kansas City 
11-3 with 14 hits, including 
homers by Gus Triandos and
Willie Tasby.
Washington hung the seventh 
straight defeat on Cincinnati, 7-6. 
Frank Robinson hit a grand slam 
homer in the Reds’ sixth - run 
eighth after the Senators had fin­
ished scoring.
The Boston Red Sox took a 10-4 
beating from the San Francisco 
Giants who came up with seven 
innings of five-hit work by Jack 
Sanford.
Ernie Banks doubled home two
runs in an eighth-inning pinch 
hitter role as the Chicago Cubs 
broke a tie and defeated Cleve­
land 4-2. Rookie Joe Scaffernoth 
shut out the Indians on four hits 
for seven innings.
New York Yankees landed on 
rookie Rodolpho Arias of Chicago 
White Sox for five runs oh seven 
hits in the fifth innings, the last 
five in a row. The Yanks won it 
6-4 and ended a string of 10 score­
less innings by Arias.
MONTREAL (CP) — Marcel 
Bonin, who never had scored a 
goal in Stanley Cup play, ham­
mered in two Tuesday night to 
give Montreal Canadiens a 4-2 
win over Chicago Black Hawks 
in the first game of their best-of- 
seven semi-final.
The scrappy Hawks yielded 
slowly against the highly favored 
National Hockey League cham­
pions, but they needed the scin­
tillating support of goalie Glenn 
Hall in stalling off what seemed 
inevitable.
The Montreal offensive reached 
its climax in the second period 
when Hall was pelted with 18 of 
the total 46 shots thrown at him.
PLANTE STOPS 15
The Hawks could muster only 
15 shots at Montreal goalie Jac­
ques Plante.
Bonin supplied a second-period 
goal that shot Canadiens into a 
3-1 lead and eventually proved 
to be the winner. He clinched the 
game with another early in the 
third period.
Claude P r o v o s t  and Henri 
(Pocket Rocket) Richard scored 
the others for Montreal and 
centre Tod Sloan counted both 
Chicago goals.
with his players’ work but thought shot, while Montreal was short- 
there were to many missed 
chances at scoring, particularly
in the second period.
Coach Rudy P i l o u s  of the 
Hawks found no fault with his 
underdog club and had no ex­
cuses. “We didn’t figure we 
would be knocking off Cana­
diens four straight and we’re not 
going to give up because we lost 
the first game,” he said.
A crowd of 13,881 turned out 
for the game and saw Montreal 
get the jump on the Hawks when 
Provost took Goyette’s passout 
from a corner and drilled an 
angle shot home at 10:46 of the 
first period. Sloan put the Hawks 
even at 16:34, also on an angle
handed.
DEFLECTS SHOT
Henri Richard counted at 4:05 
of the second period on a deflec 
tion, clipping Bob ’Turner’s shot 
past Hall. Bonin made good with 
his deflection of Beliveau’s drive 
at 19:23.
Bonin’s more spectacular goal 
came early in the last period 
w h e n  he frantically grabbed 
Moore’s short pass in a scramble 
15 feet out and fired dead on 
Hall.
Sloan intercepted a poor pass 
by Montreal defenceman Tom 
Johnson and raced in alone on 
Plante to score at 3:26.
2-1 by jamming the puck past 
Leaf goaltender Johnny Bower at 
10:53.
Seconds later Frank Mahov 
llch, a 22-goal man in the regular 
season, streaked in on Lumley 
He rifled a low shot from about 
five feet. Harry spread his feet 
wide and scissored the puck as 
he fell. The crowd of 13,909 
roared approval for a full min­
ute.
The Leafs were still dejected
Win
at 11:53 when Bronco Horvath's 
shot deflected past Bower off 
Stasluk’s leg. l,«ach. a rookie, 
and McKenney then added their 
goals.
Leafs subjected Lumley to •  
prolonged siege early in the first 
period but he refused to yield. 
Then McKenney skated swiftly 
down left wing and passed to Top* 
paziini, who steered the puck Into 
the Toronto nets. The time was 
7:15. That was the beginning of 
the end.
OLMSTEAD HURT
Leafs ran into trouble in tha 
second period when leftwinger 
Bert Olmstead, one of Leafs* 
most dependable men, suffered a 
severe charley horse in his left 
thigh. He was replaced by Gary 
Collins, a speedster up from New 
Westminster Royals of the West­
ern Hockey League for the scr­
ies.
Leafs’ team doctors said 01m-
Reds May Be Dark Horses, 
But Lack Pitching Staff
stead should be in shape for 
Thursday’s game.
One of the first to congratulate 
Lumley in the dressing room was 
Don SimiTjons, Bruins' regular 
goaltender w h o  is recovering 
from an appendectomy.
"This is pretty tough for an old 
man." Lumley said. "But I'm 
gind I was in the goal instead of 
out there the way the boys were 
banging each other around."
A Champ W ith A Bird, 
Tan Hock Is Favored
QUEBEC (CP)—T’an Joe Hock, 
slefider, acrobatic wizard from 
Indonesia, has been established 
as the player to beat in the main 
event at the Canadian open ama­
teur badminton championships 
starting today.
Tan is reigning world’s cham­
pion in men’s singles.
Two Canadians are Jim Carn- 
wath of Toronto, Harold Moody 
of Montreal and Ed Hreljac, a 
19-year-old Creighton Mines, Ont 
who won the Canadian junior 
men’s title in Victoria last year.
DEVLIN’S FAVORED
In the women’s section sisters
Hurts Foot
Judy and Sue Devlin of Baltimore 
are expected to be in a class by
themselves in both singles and 
doubles. Judy is world singles 
champ.
In the open section there will 
be play for men’s and women’s 
singles and doubles and mixed 
doubles tiUes. There also will be 
a consolation draw for first-round 
losers.
Juniors, under 19, will play in 
a closed competition in the same 
five categories and senor men, 
over 40, will vie for the doubles 
title in a competition which this 
year . drew no non-Clanadian en­
tries. There is no competition for 
senior women.
Play starts at 7 a.m, MST at 
Quebec’s winter club and will 
continue through late evening. 
The same schedule will apply 
Thursday and Friday with Satur­
day given over to the finals.
nati Reds are being tabbed as 
the darkhorse of the National
^___  , League, but that is bringing little
Canadiens now are favored to I  solace to manager Mayo Smith 
make it two in a row on home and general manager Gabe Paul, 
ice when the teams meet here They realize that if something 
again Thursday before moving to isn’t done about the plight of 
Chicago for games Saturday and their pitching staff the Reds will 
Tuesday. be fortunate to finish in the first
Goals by Provost and Sloan division, 
left the teams all even after a _  ivew im Q 
comparatively dull first period. ® A N S W E R S *  
during which the coaches con- A s k  Smith to evaluate his club 
tinually tried to outjockey each and he gives you several stock 
other with line changes. replies. He leaves it up to you
Henri Richard gave Montreal interpret them, 
a 2-1 lead early in the second "It’s hard to say whether , the 
period and in the final minute club is good, mediocre or bad at 
Bonin sped to the front of the this point because we don’t  know 
Hawk net and deflected a shot by about the pitching.
Jean Beliveau past HaU. "Our pitching is the key. How
GOYETTE INJURED far we go depends upon that.
Canadiens lost Phil Goyette "We could be a^ pennant ^  
early in the second period and tender if the pitchmg comes 
the lightweight centre is a doubt- through.
ful starter for Thursday’s game. “You’r t  never satisfied, you’re
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Cincin- Nashville in his first year in or- 
..................  ganized baseball, is the big hope.
The way the staff shapes up, 
Pena and Hal Jeffcoat will be the 
end relief men, Tom Acker and
!;V
Willard Schmidt will be the mid 
die men and Bob Mabe may win 
the No. 5 starting role.
Cincinnati has a balance of 
power, achieved mainly by the 
acquisition of right-hand hitting 
slugger " F r a n k  Thomas from 
Pittsburgh. The Reds’ current 
batting order lists lefthanders 
Gus Bell, Vada Pinson, Jerry 
Lynch in the outfield and Ed 
Bailey behind the plate; with 
righthanders Frank Robinson at 
first, Johnny Temple at second, 
Roy M c M i l l a n  at short and 
Thomas a t third.
He suffered a deep cut in his never happy, you always heed 
left foot, near the achilles ten- more pitching. Show me a club 
don, and six s t i t c h e s  were that doesn’t.” 
needed. It was believed ^ h e re l^^ j^  VETERANS
"^^fter the game Montreal coach Smith has 
Toe Blake said he was P lek sed |to ^ b  Purke, UMII,
(8-13) and southpaw Joe Nuxhall 
(12-11). He has a couple of good- 
looking y o u n g s te rs  in lefty 
Jimmy O’Toole and righty Or­
lando Pena
O’Toole, a 20-game winner ^ t
TUESDAY'S FIGHTS
BOSTON (AP)—John Tlmmas, tors reported he would have to 
world champion high jumper and forgo athletic.-! for eight to 12 
the first athlete ever to leiip weeks. . ^
seven feet indoors, nearly ended "Although several tendons and 
his nthletic career accidentally nerves were exposed by the In­
jury, none was found to be lacer-Tuesday.
The 18-year-old Boston Univer­
sity freshman jammed hl.s left 
foot between a slowly - moving 
elevator and the elevator shaft 
In a university building. He suf­
fered three cuts and bruises and 
a resulting blood collection under 
the skin.
He was operated on nnd doc-
MEXICO CITY (AP) -  The 
Bank of Mexico report.s the 428,- 
000 M e x i c a n  migratory farm 
workers who went to the United 
States last year sent home 335,- 
700,000.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Hollywood, Calif.—Danny Kidd, 
120, Manila, outpointed Toluca 
Ix»pez, 120V4, Mexico City, 10.
Boston—Roger Harvey, 146̂ is, 
Bermuda, outpointed M i c k e y  
Dwyer, 152V̂ i; Boston, 10.
London—Terry Spinks, 123y4, 
London, outpointed Pierre Cos- 
semyns, 121%, Belgium, 10.
Aruba, B.W.I.—Willie Dockery- 
Battling Slki bout postponed.





FULLY COOKED READY TO SERV6 
OR COOK BEFORE EATING
s y A ' / ; ;
nted," Dr. Chester Howe said 
CONDITION GOOD 
The youngster’.s post-operative 
gondition was good and x-rays 
showed no broken bones.
Thomas will be kept In hospital 
several day.s but is expected back 
In cla.-!se.s Monday.
Bisons Favored To Win 
In Calder Cup Tussle
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS fourth-place club haa ever won
The American Hockey l(.eague **
Colder Cup playoff.-! ojKfn In Buf­




Cleveland hhs won the most 
Cnldcr Cups—eight.
ijind forpi favoring the 
ametown JSlsons.
Buffalo meets third - place 
Rochester Americans and run­
ner - up Clim-land Barons faces 
fourth - place Hershey Bears In 
oi>encrs of best - of - seven semi 
final series. . - ,
n ie  Bisons, regular season 
champions, were out of first place 
onl.Y one day during the > regulor 
season, They will Iw without the 
servlc(?s of coach Bobby Kirk, 
in hospital slmie Inst week with 
a nervovis'\dlsordcr. General maa(' 
ftger hYcstdlo Hunt will run the 
club.
The Americans finished strong 
ly and. led by Ihdf No. 1 llnij of 
Hilly lllcke,' the circuit’s scoring 
lender, iRudy Mlgny nnd Gary 
Aldcorn, enn make trouble for 
the favorites 
' Prucerlcnt Is ogalhst llershey, 
the defending UUeltolder. No
Homeward Bound 
Macs Win Ex.
BRIGHTON. England (AP) . 
Canada’s world ■ hockey char 
pions Tuesday night defeated 
Brighton Tigers 8-4. Th(s CanO' 
dlnns are cn route homo , after 
winning the world tUlo at Prague, 
Czechoslovakia,
M(w Mpnnra scorcri three goals 
for the Canadians, Floyd OaW 
ford tw-o , nnd Dennis Ikmcher 
two. Billy Graham got the eighth 
goal.
Tlie English team Includes sev­
eral resident Canadians.
Tl»e Canadians' BjH’wi all but 
 ̂swept Brighton off the Ice in ilui 
final |;>crlo<L
TOKYO (AP)
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -  Sad 
Sam Jones, St. Louis Cardinal 
righthander, is being traded to 
Peiping Radio ISnn Francisco Giants for two
m N ' AMONG MEN - - By Alan Maver
A 1A A /
M l/S /A l-
reports the capital city of C o m - i  I c f t h n n d e d  s 1 u g g e r s, the ban 
mimlst Chinn has replaced its 3.‘5- Francisco Chronicle says, 
year-old tram system with buses The 33-year-old Jones, who had 
and trolley-buses. | a 2.88 earned run average last
year, might be the answer to San 
Francisco’s pitching necd.s. die 
had a 143 won - lost record lust 
season.
The newspaper says outfielder 
Willie Kirkland, powerful but in­
consistent hitter for the CJlnnts, 
seems to be headed cast In the 
deal. The other slugger, it says, 
will be either first baseman Bill 
White or outfielder Leon Wagner
HOCKEY SCORES
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By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
National League
I Toronto 1 Boston 5 
Chicago 2 Montreal i  
First games best-of-seven Stan 
[ley Cup semi-finals,
Weaiem IkCague 
\|spoknno 0 Vancouver 3 
Winnipeg 3 Edmonton 2 
First games beat-of-flvo olvl 
Ision flcml-flnnls,
International I.eagno
iTolcdo 2 Fort Wayne 5 
Ontario Senior 
1 Whitby 2 Kingston 0
Whitby leads beat - of-seven fl 
Inal 2d). \
Manltoba-Thnnder Bay Jr.
I Winnipeg 1 I'H. William Cana 
dicna 3
Deat-of-soven final tied 1-1. 
Ontario Junior
1st. Michaels 2 St, Catharines 
St. Michael's wins l)e*t-of-8Cven 
I semi-final 4-2, one tlctl.
Haskatehewafi Junior 
lEstevnn 2 n in  Flon 6
Flln Hon wins l>c.-ibof-sovcn 
iHnala 4-2.
EshlblUan
'Canada S Brighton. Eng, 4
The perfect coiphahihh
CARLING’S
Sip and eavoi’ tho flavor of this flno Pilsoncr. Cleary 
bright and pirfcct, Carling's Pilsener hog long 
made n name for itsoU as B .C /a  favorite boerl
CSARLINGIS/BtCliC/onnolv ZaJ,)
for free home delivery phone PO 2-2224
m  adveriuement li not publiiheit or lUiplmcd hi U)« Uqnor Cootfol Board or t9  Britith C M id »
AUCE WINSBT. Women’s Editor
FAOE < KELOWNA DAILY COUKIEK. WED., MAKCH 25. Il5t
P o tte ry  D is p la y  
Rates H ig h  M a rks
// BRIDAL ROUNDABOUT" SHOW IN LONDON
By GWEN LAMONT
The recent exhibition of ex­
amples of pottery by first and 
second year night school stu­
dents was remarkable for its uni­
formly high quality.
Aside from its techiUcal ex­
cellence, it was an exhibition to 
delight all who saw it, by reason 
of its beauty and variety in both 
color and design. The range of 
color; types of glaxe; and size 
of pieces from small to really 
large, were particularly satisfy­
ing.
The exhibitors were all mem­
bers of the night school classes 
held in Kelowna, Peachland and 
Summerland, and tlie class in­
struction was given by Mr. and 
Mrs. Sidebotham of Peachland.
Classes started two years ago, 
and are held from mid-October 
to shortly before Easter. One 
year’s course comprised of 20 
lessons, with approximately 15 
students in an average sized 
class.
The enthusiasm of the students 
may be judged from the fact 
that by taking their material 
home to work with during the 
week—which is the usual pro­
cedure—some students turned 
out as many as 40 or 50 beau­
tifully finished pieces of pottery 
in one season’s work.
Tiles and sculpture were In­
cluded in the exhibition, along 
with a wide variety, left to the 
students’ own choice, of useful
Eight young models from 
India, the West Indies, France, 
Switzerland, Austria, Portugal, 
China and Iceland look part in 
n fashion show entitled “Bridal 
Roundabout'’ at London’s Fes­
tival Hall recently, when a 
spring collection of English 
and foreign wedding styles 
were displayed. Each of the 
girls wore wedding dresses of
her own country. Here Janet 
Rowall (left) is wearing a 
Sari inspired white close-ft- 
ting dress embroidered with 
silver, and a headdress of a 
temple dancer, while Edna Mc­
Kenzie of the West Indies 
(right) wears a pink flowered 
organdie short wedding gown. 
All dresses on show were de­
signed by London designer
Louis Young. At the show Mr. 
Young said that the tendency 
today was for girls of all na­
tionalities to be married in 
European style wedding gowns 
instead of their national cos­
tumes. "That is why in de­
signing these new gowns I have 
tried to retain some aspect of 
national dress.”
Patient's Financial Position 
Governs Charge Made By CARS
’The Canadian Arthritis and 
Rheumatism Society believes the 
general public might be interest­
ed in the organization’s policy in 
regard to payment of fees.
A patient with arthritis or 
rheumatism must first contact a 
doctor who will recommend treat-
WESTBANK
WESTBANK — Mrs., A. Mac 
Kay, who has. spent the past four 
months at Long Beach, Calf., 
arrived home Sunday, En route 
from the south she spent a week 
wiith Mr. and Mrs. J. C- Mc­
Leod, Piedmont, Calif.
Leaving Friday for the coast 
where they plan to reside in 
future, were Mr. and Mrs. Ken­
neth Smith, of LeDuc, Alt. Mr. 
and Mrs, Smith spent last week 
in Westbank, guests of the lat­
ter's brother and his wdfe, Mr. 
and Mrs. M.. L. Riley.
A guest over Easter week at 
the RllejT^home will —be Mrs. 
Riley’s father, G, H. Williamson,' 
of Rcvclstoko.
R. C. Hewlett, of Kamloops, 
was a visitor in Westbank early 
this week.
ments by a CARS physiothera­
pist if considered necessary.
On the patient’s first meeting 
with a CARS representative the 
question of fee-paying ability will 
be brought up. Thereafter pay­
ments will be expected in accord­
ance with the decision then 
reached.
Partial payment is accepted 
and treatments are given free of 
charge according to the arrange­
ment made between the patient 
and the physiotherapist on the 
first visit. If circumstances 
change, this agreement may be 
discussed again.
CARS has never refused treat­
ment nor pressed for payment 
where circumstances have indi­




Wo always do your husband’s 
shirts exactly the way he likes 
them . . . make them sparkle 
like new againt In fact, all 
your laundry has that “Just 
bought” freshness when you 
let us do tlio work for you!
In by 9 a.m.




I55S EI-LI.S rilONE FO 2-22»5
called comments she made some 
time ago.
"Awkward! Unnatural! Unfem 
in Canada about four years, re' 
inine! It’s that abstract trend 
again,” she said. Although she 
has since become somewhat re 
signed to the “American idea of 
fashion posing,” she still prefers 
the sophisticated style of France 
’. . . Here the models stand in 
such a strange way — tummies 
out, leaning backwards, poses so 
unnatural. I don’t think French 
men would like us that way.
Miss King said Parisians liked 
the sort of “outdoor, homey 
look.” ’The highest paid fashion 
models in Europe are either 
Canadian or United States girls 
she said.
Doreen Hunt, another model, 
said; “ Canadian models are as 
feminine as models anywhere in 
the world—and more natural.
French Models 
Get Less Pay 
Than Canadians
TORONTO (CP) -Several Tor­
onto girls today jumped to the 
defence of Canadian models af­
ter Paris-born Mary Paulyn ac­
cused them of being “awkward, 
unnatural and unfeminine” . In 
their posing style.
Joan King, just back from a 
modelling assignment in New 
York, said Canadian and United 
States models are more popular 
in France than .French girls. 
Miss Paulyn, who is married 
with three children and has been
ACTIVE AT 100
LITTLE RIVER, N.S. (CP) 
Mrs. Cynthia Denton scrubbed 
the floors and dusted the house 
in preparation for her 100th birth­
day party here the other day. She 
has many visitors, and entertains 
church groups regularly.
items such as lamps, cups and 
saucers, bowls, vases, etc.
It is a tribute to the teaching 
methods of Mrs. Sidebotham, 
that first and second year stu­
dents should turn out work of 
such remarkably professional 
quality. Her selection of glazes 
and skill in firing give brilliance 
and great beauty of color, as well 
as durability to the finished 
pieces.
OKANAGAN CENTRE
OKANAGAN CENTRE — The 
whist party at the Community 
Hall last 'Thursday night was 
reported by those attending, to 
be a gay affair. First prizes were 
won by M. McDonagh and K, 
Koyama, while consolations went 
to Mrs. S. 'Tyndale and Mr. Beete.
Mrs. Venables and S. J . Land 
were awarded prizes for the 
“Wearin o’ the Green” and 
‘’luckey card” prize went to Mrs. 
Cheesman and Mr. Caldow.
Refreshments were served dur­
ing a T V  showing.
Dean Crandlemire, of Golden, 
was weekend visitor at the home 
of Mr. and Mrs. B. Cooney, he 
was caUed to ttie Okanagan by 
the death of his sister in 'Vernon, 
With the spring break-up Mr, 
Cecil Gibbons is at home for 
several weeks from Horse Fly 
where he operates a saw-mill, 
At home also for a fortnight 




For Miss PNE, '5 9
The annual province - wide 
search is on for a successor to 
the coveted title of “Miss PNE”.
Last year’s winner was a Uni­
versity of B.C. student, Sharon 
Durham, who competed under 
the banner of ‘’Miss Port M o^y” 
Entry forms for this year’s 
contestants have gone out to 
those 30 communities who were 
represented Ih last year’s compe- 
tiUon.
Top prize Is *1000. All contest­
ants get an all-expense-paid trip 
to Vancouver as guests of the 
Pacific National Exhibition.
The Fair begins August 22 and 
ends on Labor Day, September 
7. Contest dates are from August 
30 to September 2. Should any of 
those communities drop their 
franchises, they will automatical­
ly go to others who have applied 
and are on the waiting list.
Priority of that list is based on 
applications made in the past 
two years.
Hedley Fairbank, chairman of 
the Miss PNE Committee, has 
promised several changes in the 
procedures governing the con­
test and its final presentation 
from the stage of toe Outdoor 
Theatre.
Applicants must be 17 years or 
older by toe opening day of toe 
contest and must not have reach­
ed their 22nd birthday by DeC' 
ember 1, 1959. Reasonable proof 
of age must be submitted with 
the personal entry forms.
t i
LAS’TING LIGHTS
DORCHESTER, N.B. . (CP)—A 
local housewife says toe set of 
nine electrie bulbs she bought 27 
years ago is still burning 
brightly. She paid 15 cents each 
for them in 1932.
IDEAL HOME-MAKER
Winner of an All - Australia 
competition among domestic scl 
ence students in 1959, was Miss V. 






w ill be open 
till
9  p .m . 
T H U R S D A Y
Special Easter
ASSORTMENT
Small Basket 49c and up 
Large Basket 95c and up
CERAMIC STUDENTS' ART DISPLAYED
Instructor Mrs. Frank Side­
botham of Peachland poses 
with pride beside the work of 
her night school pupils in the 
ceramic arts. Beauty and var­
iety wore praised with quality 
by artist Gwen Lament. (See 
story left). — (Courier staff 
photo— prints available.)
HITHER AND YON
COAST HOLIDAY . . . Mrs. 
Frank Rushton has returned 
from Vancouver where she has 
been visiting for the past five 
weeks.
CHARMING NEWCOMER . . . 
to Kelowna is Mrs. Joe Prag, 
wife of pathologist Dr. Prag, 
who recently came to take up 
duties at the Kelowna General 
Hospital. Mrs. Prag, w i t h  
daughter Vehlia, flew from their 
former home in Johannesberg, 
South Africa, to London for a 
week, prior to making the flight 
to her new home in Canada,
MR. AND MRS. MEL RUN- 
NELLS , , , formerly of Van­
couver, who have been visiting 
the latter’s mother, Mrs. Kay 
Armstrong for a week, leave to­
day for the coast where they 
plan to take up residence at 
Langley Prairie.
SPENDING . . . a few days in 
Victoria is Miss Marina Hubble 
who is visiting her brother and 
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Percy 
Bomford, former Kelowna res­
idents.
EASTER . . .  at the coast Is 
planned by Mrs. G. Reid and 
Mrs. C. S. Atchison who en­
trained today for Vancouver.
UPHOLSTERED 
FURNITURE CLEANING
Have your uphol-i,j^ 
stored furniture 
restored to its 
original bright­
ness by expert 













apple candy .....;.................. ...........
Eggs packed ith apple candy 
and chocolates .......................... .
59c
99c
BUNNY IN TALL TUBE
As selected hy Ethel Best from hundreds of
East(:r items 0 0 s *  1 IkA




also obtainable at Long Super Drugn Ltd. and 
Gordon's Supcr-Vnlu.
T ^  w y delicious DEfifiCRT BRAN MOFFINS









Mok« o  w«ll In flow  miKtwn and 
add liquid! all at onc«i mix RaMly 
until lu ll wmblnud— do not o m -  
mix, Two-iNfdi fill gfnowd  
muffin poni w|lh boffw. #oka In 
modarataly hol ovan, 375*, 20  
to 23  mlnulai, Mokai 12 to 13 




dafldous bakod goods 
wifh dopondoblo 
m a g ic  Baking Powdor. 
Guard agaknt falkirot 
. . .  got MAGIC todayl









Smart plaitlc utility racks In Black, 
Whita, Pink and Yellow. Whan mois­
tened, patented wood Insert In back- 
plate adheres to tile , plaster, wood 
or (less In Just one minute. Buy the 
set of S or Individual pieces.
Taathbruih and 
Tumbler Haidar......
T allatT liiua Haidar,. . . .
Tawal Bar, 12". . . . . . . . . . .
T iv a l Bar, IB" aaaaiMaaafaaaa
Saap Dlth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Haekt, 2  an card,. . . . . . . .






''Quick-dry" matched Kitchen Sets
H ig h ly  a b so rb e n t, l in t - fre e , co lo r fa s t
TERRY TOWELS! 
TERRY APRONS!
Pretty 'n ' practical terry cloth 
aprons with dish towels to 




Brighten your homo 
with beautiful
PAYTEX
P ! 0 s t  i c
D R A P E S
Full length, various widths
Inaxpanalva plaatio drapes alylad Ih 
authentic decorator petterna, Oor- 
gaoua colors on white or opaque 
b acku ro u n d i. Colorfaat end eun- 
prdof, they wipe clean with a damp 
clothi six dllferant daslgna eultahia 
for any room In lha house.
I’orpair,
and




" S u p e r -f lu e "
NYLONS
28" to 35" log lengthi
First quality 8FAMLE83 Math and' 
Plain l^ lona In popular Sunlona 
ahida. nun-raalatani, 400 needle, 18 
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SKCUL
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Just Arrived -  First Grade
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DEAR MARY HAWORTH: A 
1 glance at my history would re­
veal Irish-English ancestry, a 
happy childhood, parents still 
i living. I married at 29, and had 
four children in 10 years. The eld­
est is now m arrM  (with chil­
dren toot and our youngest starts 
high school next year.
My husband also is of Irish 
stock—high strung, impatient, a 
perfectionist. Ten years ago he 
had a nervous breakdown, and 
although not hospitalized, he was 
convalescent for a year. I wea­
thered the anxiety, money stress, 
etc., because it didn’t affect our 
personal relationship.
For nearly 20 years we had 
a good marriage and unusual 
compatibility . . . then things 
changed. John failed In an at­
tempt to switch careers in his 
mid-forties; and just then our 
eldest rushed into marriage. 
John suffered another emotional 
letdown; his tastes deterioriated; 
he became obsessively concerned 
about his health; has fixed ideas; 
collects grievances. Horeover, he 
is extremely hostile to me. For a 
long time he scarcely spoke to 
me; but now has leveled off to a 
strained tolerance.
OKANAGAN MISSION
OKANAGAN MISSION—The St. 
Patrick’s Dance held at the 
Community Hall on Satui^ay was 
a great success. The capacity 
crowd had a wonderful time, and 
it is hoped to make dance an 
annual event.
KELÔ VNA D.MLT CODKIEB, WED., MARCH 25, 1>5$ PAGE f
der Vliet, Hob.son Road, .return-] FAMED ORCHESTRA 
ed home on Monday from a hoU- AMSTERDAM (AP) T^e fam*
. . I c- .1 i V - o u s  Concertgebouw symphony or-day si>ent m England and Kenya |
where they were able to take American tour In 1961, starting 
some wonderful photographs of in Washington or New Ymx and 
big game, lliey also sivnt some | ending at San t'rancisco, with 43
concerts in U.S. and Canadian 
cities. Its first such tour was in
and doctors, and don’t mind air-j daughter
mg your quandary. But why. Christine arrive on 
haven’t you seen a psychiatrist' from Vancouver to 
or psychoanalyst? faster holiday with
’The situation as described calls 




time in Naples, Rome and Vienna 
before returning to London. Re-ipj^'J'
turning via air to New York they! _ ' — --------------
spent some days tiicre before India now has about 62,000 jx)st 
flying to San Francisco and then lompurcd with 20,000 in
home. 1948.
Mrs. Glenn Coe. 
Rehearsals are going well for
to get at the reasons why you put the concert to be held in the Oka-1 
up with this nightmare routine, nagan Mission Community Hall 
If your husband won’t seek theme is west-
treatment, vou should—as pre- many interesting and
novel dance and song routines on 
the program. ’Tickets may be ob­
tained from any member of the 
Community Hall Association or 
from the ladies’ auxiliary.
Mrs. Richard Palmer and Miss 
Corrine Matheson returned last 
week after a short holiday spent 
in Spokane.
Capt. and Mrs. C. R. Bull have 
returned home after some two 
montlis holiday spent in Califor­
nia.
BEVERLY HILLS — The 
Duke and Duche.s.s of Wind.sor 
walk their dog.s on the grounds
of the Beverly Hills Hotel after 
arriving for three days of sight­
seeing and social events. They
drove from Las Vagas, along 
with their chauffeur, maid, 
valet, secretary and the dogs.
Parents' Reading To Little Child 
When He Starts School
By Garry Cleveland Myers, Ph.D
The child of the first or sec­
ond grade who has been read to 
at home for several years is in­
deed fortunate. From listening 
to nursery rhymes and his fav­
orite, simple storie.s. he gets rich 
experience in hearing the sounds 
of familiar words. He becomes so 
interested in the rhyming words
Reading,” Dr. Nancy Larrich ac­
curately describes how reading 
is generally taught today.
She says, ”A child does not 
need to know his ABC’s to do 
well in the first grade.”
An exception to this is ex- 
pre.ssed by one of the reading ex­
perts, Professor Donald D. Dur- 
his book
QUEEN TO VISIT ISREAL
BRUSSELS (AP) — Belgium’s 
82-year-old Queen Mother Eliza­
beth will visit Israel at the end 
of the rhonlh to inaugurate an 
archaeology museum in Jerus­
alem named for her.
MAN SEEMS DOOMED 
TO GHOSTLY U F E
I have a part-time job which 1 
love; and lots of loyal friends, 
many of long standing. I’m not 
expecting John to get any bet­
ter. He seems stalemated in this 
dreadful ghostlike existence. 
And he flatly refuses specialist 
attention.
We’ve had separate rooms for 
several years; and I’ve gone 
from fearing he wouldn’t ever 
love me again, to fear that he 
might. He’s such a complete 
stranger it would seem like adul­
tery! His way of looking over, 
around and through me; also his 
way of twisting or deflecting any 
topic I introduce, all reduce me 
to emotional zero:
What can I read to help reor­
ganize myself? Or what resolu­
tions can I make to keep my 
feet on the ground? I feel cold 
and empty. I pray constantly and 
my faith is strong. Only hope 




DEAR K.P.; In your long let­
ter, here condens^, you say 
you’ve conselled with pastors
ventive medicine, to insure your 
health against the wear-and-tear 
of his aggressively sick hostility, 
which is beginning to depress 
you. Also, because a sound switch 
towards self-respecting detach­
ment on your part, as regards his 
non-cooperativeness, would auto­
matically evoke a change for the 
better in him, I think. Unless of 
course he is psychotic, in which 
case he should be hospitalized, 
whether or not he admits the 
need.
Your cheerio-type of tolerance 
of the situation is synthetic, off 
pitch, as if you are kidding your­
self about something. Perhaps 
the falsetto sound means that 
you don’t want to stand alone, on 
your own feet, as it were, in 
facing the actuality of your hus­
band’s ’’recession” . By having 
him around in guise of partner 
and family head, perhaps you 
are clutching at the Illusion of 
domestic security.
CRISIS CALLS FOR 
FRESH PERSPECTIVE
When his sickness starts cloud­
ing your thinking too, so that you 
have begun to feel fagged and 
hopeless, it is high time to study 
your own performance with spec­
ialist help, to get fresh perspec­
tive on what to do.
It is unwise to coast along In
a sick relationship that is num­
bing your sense of reality—be­
cause that kind of piecemeal sur­
render to irrational dominance 
simply compounds the initial 
tragedy, without profiting any­
body.
To sum up: reading, resolving, 
and praying can be powerful aids 
—̂ but they aren’t the Rx for you, 
just now. You need positive first­
hand psychiatric support, in 
searching your way to clarity.
—M.H
. Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal interview. Write her in
Mr. and Mrs. James W, Pey­
ton, Tony and Clive, will move 
into their new home on Knowles 
Road on Easter weekend.
A meeting of the Okanagan 
Mission local of the BCFGA was 
held in the school recently. 
Guest speaker was Mr. George 
Whittaker at the very well a t 
tended meeting.
Home from Vernon Prepara 
tory School for the Easter holi 
days are Gavin, son of Mr. and 
Mrs. K. R. Young; Ross, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Victor DeHart; 
Jamie, son of Mr. and Mrs. J 
H. Browne; David, son of Mr 
and Mrs. T. C. McLaughlin; and 
Ron, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy 
Chapman.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert S. Willis, 
Hobson Road have returned 
home after a holiday spent at 
Laguna Beach, California.
care of The Kelowna Daily Cour-P"'^^^*
Miss Jane Hay is motoring to 
Spokane for the Easter weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Tod, 
Peter, Susan and Cathy are 
spending the Easter weekend in 
Spokane.
Miss Maryon Smith, who is at­
tending Annie Wright Seminary, 
Tacoma, Wash., will be arriving 
after the Easter weekend to 
spend the holiday with her par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Bruce
ler. Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Van
i. you . .  s r
word which rhvmcs, he may sup­
ply it. Even before ho enters 
school, he may like to name 
more words which rhyme as you 
say, for instance, ball, fall,
A HANDICAP
Book Company), He says the 
first grade child should be taught 
the names of both capital and 
.small letters as soon as possible, 
and the sounds of consonants.
Within a few years most of the
It is fortunate, too. if this child; big-wigs among the reading cx-i 
has learned to idcniify some of! ports will, I predict, be telling! 
the letters of the alphabet. The teachers to reverse their present! 
first grade child who has not practice and to urge parents to | 
grown familiar with most of the! aid children to learn to identify; 
letters of the alphabet during the letters of the alphabet, even! 
the course of the year labors un-1 their ABC’s before entering |
der a handicap.
Most first grade children to­
day begin to read by remember­
ing whole words, even whole 
phrases and sentences. A few of 
these children are able* to read 
everything in a primer witlunit 
being able to identify more than 
a few letters of tlie alphabet or 
getting more than a rough ac­
quaintance with letter sounds.
Parent.s usually have been ad­
vised by the first grade ti'.icher 
not to help their children learn 
any of the letters or .sounds at 
home. This advice is often 
passed along to parent.s of pre- 
BChool children.
In her most excellent book, “ A
.school.
In the meanwhile, I hope that| 
parent.s of children under six, 
reading this column, will find 
many ways at play, as with al- 
pjhabet blocks, to have their child; 
recognize on sight the names of; 
most of the letters. There are 
only 2G of them.
DAILY STINT
If your child entered the first 
grade since last September and 
doesn’t know all the letters, you 
would bo smart to help him learn 
a few of them each day. He just 
won’t got far at reading until he 
does know his letters and has 
some practice in the sounds re-
Easter comes earl;^ . . . and isn’t it wonderful! Early sprmg temperatures bring out 
the coats and suits for parading . . . the exciting new bonnets and dresses for both 
Mum and Sis . . . they’re all here with suitable accessories at your family Department 
Store . . , Fumerton’s where fashion favors reasonable prices.
Parents’ Guide to Cliildren’s latccl to most of them.
NOTICE
Mr. I’. Willinm.son Riding Stable
The Double U Ranch
will be opening for riding lessons
APRIL 1st
Fi>r reservution.s please Phone Mr. MeAllan 
at I’O 4 - l - t U .l  or Mrs. M. Crowlhers PO 4-4424






Lightweight Tweeds in new styles and 
shades . , . all wool coats in captivating 
colors, ideal for wear now and later.
Come, choose now from as low as
Dan River
DRESSES
Cottons and Linens in half or three- 
quarter sleeve. Seasonal new in their fine 
patterns and styles and spring-fresh 
colors.
A size for everyone — Priced from
1 9 9 5 11 .95
SMART STYLES for the YOUNG SET
There’s coats and dresses for girls just as attractive as mother’s on our Mezzanine 
Floor . , .  petite straws with handbags to match to make any little girl glad to be. 
parading.
HATS...  New Straws
Modelled by “Fashion Hats”
Look here for the hats that will head the Easter Parade, 
head-hugging little hats, elegant toques, flower laden sailors 
. .  . and more, floral, braid or feather trim to your prefer­
ence.
FLOWERS
. . .  to add that extra touch to your hat or suits . . . 
Roses or trailers I  r  * 1 1 0
for the h a i r .............................................  IJC  to I * !  #
GLOVES
BONE IN  OR BONELESS 
A T A LL  FOOD STORES \
f i t '.* . .»i l
■K»' v'l̂ ' 
. . .  ‘
&
New spring .gloves have just arrived for your Easter outfit. 
Made of the finest i  MQ  O  O  C
quality nylon — ........ ..................... . I • 0 7  to J
HAND BAGS
What better acccsnorles to your new ward­
robe than a new handbag. We have the 
stylos you want In the, newest colors nnd
............ l 9 8 . „ 8 . 9 8
SCARVES
1 In the finest go.s.samer materials . . . flor , 
als or plain nnd pn-stel, We have *7Q|« 
Ihcna to match your gloves, from ' ^ L
COSTUME JEWELRY
Our counter Is now full of Jewelry Just 
unpacked . . . all sparkling new 'I Q*J 
and different. Sets from' —
Earrinfs — 1.00
FUMERTON'S
COR. BERNARD AND PANDOSY Ki:iX)WNA
From Fashion Centres of the World
for HER at Easter . . .
Fresh Flower Fragrances by COTY of Paris and 
YARDLEY of London.
Beautiful Colognes from the Rhineland by 4711.
Choose from our selection of Rowntrees and Moirs 
Chocolates . . . ^  * 9 ^
the family’s favorites ...................J  # C  to
DYCK'S DRUGS
BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-3333
OCR EASTER STORE HOURS 
Friday - Sunday - Monday —  2 - 5:30 p.m. 





Canada’s big favorite 
’‘Mabel, Black Label ” ■
I ' ' ■ r
for free h o n C fl^ tt^ h p n e :
KELOWNA aaiU  '
This jidverllsamcnt is not publishcil or displayed by the Lljiuor ConIfOl 
I Board or by the Oovcfnment o l Bfllish Columbia .1
VALUE OF HUMAN HEARING
Science Of Audiology 
Curtain Of Deafness For
Lifts Silent 
About 93%
EdUar*t o«tc: A* la raaay 
•ttmr llaea «f besiaeu, tbere 
are a lot at hltb-t>ret*ure tales' 
u ea . aad nafortwiatcljr people 
wUh modest taeomes are tbe 
vIcUms, Eadoiph G. liaha. aa 
aadloloirlat of U»e InsUtate for 
Better Heariar. baa writtea tbe 
folloirlof article dealiac srtth 
people snfferlag from bard-of 
Iteariag).
Br BUDOLPIl O. HAHN
It is an interesting fact, that 
people in general, and hard of 
nearing folks in particular, con­
sider their hearing, their intelligi­
bility of the human spoken word 
less valuable than ‘ any other 
physical disease or handicap.
Before they think of doing 
something for that disability, 
they would sooner buy a super­
modem television set, although 
they cannot enjoy it at all, be­
cause their hearing deficiency 
prevents them from getting the 
beneflt of entertainment pro­
vided.
Tbe general public most will­
ingly and zealously investigates 
any possible bargain available 
for the money to be spent—an 
xiously endeavored to make sure 
that the bargain is sufficient 
enough to suit not only the bud 
get, but ‘ makes one superior to 
the Jones’s and Smith's down the 
street, who had to spend a twenty 
dollar bill more for the same, or 
even less precious valuables, re­
gardless whether or not the so 
favorably acquired bargain war 
rants its expectancy.
The negligence of human 
hearing and its proper function.
Its prectousness and lack of res­
toration, when Impaired or lost, 
has become a nation-wide habit, 
that was confirmed by a write­
up in the March, 1959, edition of 
the Canadian magazine Liberty 
entitled: "The Eerie World of 
Deaf Canadians,” in which has 
been stated, that about 750,000 
Canadian people suffer from a 
more or less severe hearing de­
ficiency;—and another article 
published in The Vancouver 
Province reports about 20,000 
hearing and speech deficient 
children in British Columbia 
alone.
These frightful figures de­
mand Immediate public attention, 
unless we deliberately try to re­
main negligent and put up with 
the fact, that contless thousand of 
our fellow-men disappear behind 
the dark and silent curtain of 
deafness.
The question is:—Can deafness 
really be stopped?—Can people 
with Impaired hearing return to 
a proper and Joyful communica­
tion, with their surroundings, for 
which they—admittedly or unad­
m i t te d —long for?
Surprisingly—the answer is yes. 
The science of audiology and 
audiometry together with the 
science of electronics have lifted 
the silent curtain of deafness for 
about 93 per cent of people with 
any kind of hearing impairment 
by the means o f 'a  scientifically 
fitted hearing aid.
IMTEOVED HEARING
Hearing deficiency can never 
be removedi because it is an 
Impairment and thus incurable 
and immovable. This is a fact, 
regardless whether or not one 
has told you differently.
However, hearing disability can 
■ be remarkably improved. It can 
actually be improved to almost 
normal hearing, depending upon 
the duration and severity of the 
hearing loss, by means of a 
scientifically fitted hearing in­
strument. In many cases the 
’ wearing of an aid for a period of 
time can enable a person to hear 
better when the device is re­
moved, provided the impairment 
! Is not due to a physical defect in
• the hearing organ Itself. This 
statement has been confirmed by 
Dr. Herman N. Bundesen in his
• article "Hearing Aid Value 
Stressed” and published in the 
Kelowna Courier.
A hearing Impairment cannot 
be treated, but it can be correct­
ed. In the following 1 will explain 
how this is done,
I claim that a hearing aid can 
only bo beneficially fitted to a
over the responsibility of his.of losing the hearing completely 
patient’s well-being, and so re-
Jamaica Threatens To Quit 
West Indies Federation
By D’AECY O’DONNELL 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
KINGSTON, Jamaica (CP)— 
The threat of secession of its 
largest and wealthiest member is
store the patient’s most precious 
possessicai—his health.
F E A E  J C S IT F IE D
It is a scientific fact, that a 
hearing Impairment, if not cor­
rected or corrected early enough, 
may lead to complications in 
physical and mental health, and 
the longer a hearing problem re­
mains uncorrected, the worse it 
becomes.
Audiology is a science which 
demands a special training. As 
long as hearing aids are sold 
like vacinim cleaners or sewing 
machines and by salesmen, who, 
in most cases, don’t have the 
slightest idea of audiology and 
audiometry, the hesitation of the 
hard-of-hearing, who arc seek­
ing for help but don't dare to 
venture the purchase of a hear 
ing instrument, because they 
have learned about the utmost 
dissatisfaction of n u m e r o u s  
people who already bought hear­
ing aids but could not use them to 
their benefit, is thus quite Justi­
fied.
Countless hearing losses cause 
nervous tension to the persons 
concerned. The embarrassed feel­
ing of recognition of the impair­
ment itself, the disagreeable but 
necessary asking for repeti^on 
during conversation, the continu­
ous strain in order to understand 
what is going on must, without 
question, result in emotional 
misery which is constantly grow­
ing with the advancing impair­
ment, accompanied with the fear
with that condition 
When such a person gets a 
hearing aid, the instrument mu.st 
—even though not in all instances 
—arouse a sort of counter-revo­
lution. The countles.s sensitive 
nerve fibres in the inner near, 
formerly struggling for sound, re­
ceives now and all of a sudden 
the vibrations needed to recover. 
This condition demands constant 
and conscientious observation by 
the audiologist, until the patient 
has fully accustomed himself to 
the new and unaccustomed sounds 
he now hears.
To receive this service of ut­
most importance, as well as the 
annually free repetition-test in 
order to recognize any changes in 
the patient’s hearing and to make 
the necessary readjustments on 
the instrument according to the 
newly develo[)ed conditions, the 
person who intents to acquire
must, quite naturally, shake the hanging over the head of the 
general well-being of fl person j fledgling West Indies federation.
The secession threats are being 
made by Jamaica, most heavily- 
industrialized and most heavily- 
popula’f d member of the federa­
tion. formally brought into being 
April 22 last year.
Its opposition to federation is 
Iwsed on fear of federal taxes 
and of a proposed customs union 
which would leave Jamaica’s tar­
iff-protected industries open to 
competition from the outside. 
Some regard the union as a pre­
liminary to establishment of a 
free trade area with Canada.
FIRM OPPONENT
How serious are the threats?
"Dead serious,” says Sir Alex 
ander Bustamante, crowd-pleas­
ing opposition leader in the 
Jamaica legislature who hopes to 
win a forthcoming Jamaica elcc- 
ajtion on an anti-federation plat
hearing device should under all 
circumstances choose an audio­
logist who is capable of rendering 
this service willingly and on de­
mand, in the same way as a 
doctor is available when needed.
A person who has bought a 
hearing aid under these condit­
ions and who has the absolute as  ̂
surance that the instrument has 
been fitted according to the latest 
findings of science, and the serv­
ice after the purchase has been 
warranted by the audiologist, will 
consider it an inestimable bless­
ing.
Himalayan Kingdom To Get 
Hydro-Electric Project
By HENRY S. BRADSIIER
K an with a hearing deficiency, 
e man who docs the correct- 
Ion of the hearing loss is an ex­
pert of audiology and audiometry 
—an<L-in addition to that, is cap­
able of carrying the responsibility 
for the work he is doing. That is, 
the responsibility he adopts to his 
conscience when correcting the 
ao precious and sensitive mech- 
anistn of the human ear, in the 
aaihe way, as a doctor will take
NEW DELHI (AP)—The mod­
ern world soon will shine into 
Bhutan.
The Himalayan kingdom be­
tween India and Tibet still bars 
outsiders. But electricity is com­
ing from a hydro-electric project 
India is building on the Jaldhaka 
River. It will provide power for 
Indian districts in the neck ■ of 
land between Bhutan and East 
Pakistan. Villages on the Bhutan 
ese side of the river will get 
lights
The prime minister of Bhutan, 
Jigme Dorji, has been in New 
Delhi discussing the project with 
Indian officials. Dorji serves the 
hereditary ruler of Bhutan, Ma­
haraja Jigme Dorji Wanchuk.
Bhutan’s southern border is a 
strip of monsoon-drenched foot­
hills with dense vegetation. Most 
of the population, estimated at 
700,000, lives in central valleys 
between 3,500 and 10,000 feet 
high. In the north, valleys are 
12,000 to 18,000 feet high.
Wanchuk rules with advice 
from a council of eight civil serv­
ants and an elected assembly. 
The maharaja also receives ad­
vice from India, which controls 
Bhutan’s foreign relations while 
treating the country as a separ 
ate state.
FIRST ROAD
Prime Minister Nehru visited 
Bhutan last September. Re had 
to ride ponies, donkeys and yaks 
on the narrow trails that pasf 
through a tongue of Tibet to get 
into Bhutan from the northwest.
Now, says Dorji, a route has 
been chosen for Bhutan’s first 
road. It will follow an existing 
track 100 miles south from the 
capital at Punakha to the border 
of India's Assam State. It will 
provide for the first time a place 
in Bhutan to drive wheeled motor 
vehicles.
Picking up a British commit­
ment, India pays Bhutan an an­
nual subsidy of 500,000 rupees 
(3106,000), The maharaja appar­
ently has rejected anything more 
than limited road-building assist­
ance.
One road-building problem is 
finding the labor.
"Everyone owns his own home 
and land and doesn’t need to 
work away from it,” Dorji ex­
plains. "We don't want to import 
labor because then we might 
have labor union problems.”
To overcome this problem, the 
assembly hAs decided that cit­
izens will volunteer enough labor 
to build the road. "The people 
realize that this will bring them 
economic benefits,” Dorji ex­
plains.
ducts Bhutan needs are carried 
in from India at great expense. 
Bhutan exports timber, some 
mica and farm products to India. 
It is a major source of rice for 
Tibet. The Bhutanese carry this 
into Tibet rather than let traders 
from that Chinese Communist 
outpost into their kingdom.
HOLDS REINS
“We do not know exactly what 
is going on in Tibet,” Dorji says, 
"biit we know there is trouble so 
we keep our border closed.”
The maharaja succeeded his 
father on the throne in 1952. He 
rules the interior of the country 
personally, including passing on 
—and almost always rejecting— 
requests by outsiders to visit 
Bhutan. Dorji runs the southern 
foothill area, and is Bhutan’s 
agent in Kalimpong, India, Just 
west of his country.
Dorji had been the senior mem­
ber of the maharaja’s council for 
five years when Nehru went to 
Bhutan. "That is when I got the 
title of prime minister,” he says.
Dorjl’s laugh at this point im­
plies that with a visiting prime 
minister around, the maharaja 
felt the need to have one.
SNATCHED TO SAFETY
FELIXSTOWE, Eng. (CP) — A 
helicopter with a rope lifted Bill 
Miller from his waterlogged boat 
after he got into difficulties fish­
ing off this coastal town.
SAVES CROSSING 
LONDON (CP) — A new sub­
way station costing £1,000,000 has 
been opened after three years’ 
construction. It replaces two sep­
arate stations on oppositq sides 
of a road in the Netting Hill dis­
trict.
REALLY EMPTY
The space between the earth 
and other bodies in the solar sy.s- 
tem is a near-perfect vacuum.
form. The election is to be held 
sometime within 12 months.
There are many who believe 
that this fiery old politician is 
playing on anti-federation senti­
ment in a bid to return to power; 
that once elected he would not 
attempt to weaken federation.
Among those holding such 
views is Sir Grantley Adams, the 
federation’s first prime minister.
Hon. Norman Manley, chief 
minister or premier of Jamaica 
who hopes to win re-election, de­
clined in an Interview to discuss 
federation.
But in an earlier broadcast to 
the Jamaican people, he was 
quoted as saying: “We cannot 
leave federation now, but when 
the time comes for a review of 
the constitution we can and will 
leave federation unless Jamaica’s 
interests are protected and un­
less we can be certain our eco­
nomic development will benefit.” 
Some political observers here 
say Mr. Manley, prominent law­
yer and one of the fathers of fed­
eration, is at heart still one of 
its staunchest supporters.
COLORFUL FIGURE
Sir Alexander outlined his 
views in an interview in his spa­
cious home on the outskirts of 
Kingston. He greeted his callers 
with a firm handshake, tossing 
back with free hand the grey 
curly locks that top his six-foot- 
four-inch frame.
"I feel fine,” said the 73-year 
old politician expanding a mas­
sive chest under a loose-fitting 
loud-colored tropical sports shirt.
He waved aside references to 
him as Sir Alexander—he was 
knighted in the 1955 Queen’s New 
Year’s honors list for his services 
to Jamaica.
"Call me Busta,” he said ami­
cably, telling his visitors that his 
father emigrated from southern 
Ireland to Jamaica and married 
an Arawak Indian. Sir Alexander 
got his start in politics while -a 
labor union organizer and still 
heads t h e  Democratic Labor 
party.
DENOUNCES SYSTEM
Sir Alexander said that Ja­
maica pays 43 per cent of the 
federal government’s annual ex­
penditures of $9,000,000 but has 
only 17 of the 45 seats in the fed­
eral Parliament.
This meant that Jamaica was 
the subject of the other, smaller 
members of the federation. The 
other members are the colonies 
of Antigua, Barbados, Dominica, 
Grenada, Montserrat, St. ChrLsto- 
pher-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Lucia, 
St. Vincent, and Trinidad and 
Tobago.
Jamaica would never accept 
federal taxes unless they were
Jamaican government. Jamaica 
would not participate in a cus­
toms union that would harm 
Jamaican industries or investors.
Neither the proposed customs 
union nor the free trade area is 
expected to be formed hurriedly. 
Experts estimate it will take at 
least five years to bring a cus­
toms union into effect and an­
other five to make it fully opera 
tive. Some believe the period 
could be longer unless a way is 
found to overcome Jamaica's bit­
ter objections.
LONG PROCESS
It is estimated it would take 
several years to draft and enact 
legislation providing for a free 
trade agreement with Canada, 
even if no opposition developed 
either in the federation or in Can­
ada to such a move 
"Under our constitution we are 
morally and legally bound to 
bring a customs union into effect 
within five years,” said Dr. Carl 
I La Corbiniere, federal trade min­
ister and deputy prime minister 
at Port of Spain. "And once it is 
in effect I foresee the day when 
we will have a free trade agree­
ment with Canada.
■ "This would bring into our fed­
eration British Guiana, British 
Honduras, and p o s s i b l y  the 
French islands of Martinique and 
Guadeloupe.”
His sentiments were echoed by 
Finance Minister Robert Brad­
shaw who said he hoped Cana­
dian manufacturers might find it 
profitable to establish branch 
plants in The West Indies.
As individual colonies each 
island had its own customs and 
tariffs. These each retained on 
Joining federation.
ISLAND TARIFFS
As a result there is no free 
trade among members of the fed­
eration in the same way as there 
is free trade among members of 
the Canadian confederation. For 
instance, Trinidad, which manu­
factures no cigars, imposes a tar­
iff of $2.25 a pound on cigars im­
ported from Jamaica. Jamaica, 
which produces no asphalt, ap­
plies a 15 - per - cent tariff on 
asphalt imported from Trinidad.
A three - man commission, 
headed by Sir William Croft, for­
mer chairman of the board of 
commissioners of custorns and 
excise in the United Kingdotn, 
studied the situation and late in 
1958 recommended establishment 
of a customs union 
In such a union, goods moving 
from one member of the federa­
tion to another would not be sub­
ject to customs or tariffs. A com­
mon tariff would be applied 
throughout the federation against 
goods coming from outside the 
federation.
The commission suggested that 
the island gove.uments consider 
consumption duties on beer, 
liquof, tobacco and petroleum 
products as replacements for tar­
iffs and customs.
The federal government has a 
committee studying how the Croft 
report can be implemented with 
the least possible disruption._The 
island governments have
som« eitnu  fruit and bauxite. I
Trade experts say that this 
complementary trade provides an̂  
almost ideal basis for a free 
trade agreement. But business­
men in Canada and in some parts 
of The West Indies are not con­
vinced.
Members of the Canadian eco­
nomic mission who toured The 
West Indies and British Guiana 
in January shied away from mak­
ing any recommendation on the 
question of a free trade agree­
m ent They said this was some­
thing that would have to be stud 
led very carefully after members 
of the West Indies federation 
have adopted a customs union.
BRITISH BRIEFS
DANGEROUS RELIC
SEVENOAKS, England (CP) 
An army mortar bomb was found 
among goods at a church jumble 
sale in this Kent town.
HEFTY LOOT 
BILSTON, Eng. (CP) — Truck 
driver John Dussas was fined 
£100 in this Staffordshire town 
for stealing 52 bathtubs.
FACE t  KELOWNA DAILY (DOPRIEI. W SO ., MAROI « ,  Mat
SO-YeartId Polio Viefim 
Has Cycled 30,000 IWIes
COSY SERVICES 
IPSWICH. Eng. (CP) — WhUe 
an Anglican church is being built 
in this Suffolk town services are 




A loudspeaker plane flew over 
this Midlands city broadcasting 
an invitation to spend holidays 
at Clacton in Essex.
UNEMPLOYED DROP
LONDON (CP)—The number of 
unemployed in the United King­
dom dropped to 609,000 in Febru 
ary from 621,000 in January.
CROWDED ROADS
LONDON (CP) — The number 
of vehicles on Britain’s roads 
rose last year to 7,903,000 from 
7,400,000, says the ministry of 
transport.
LONG TRIP
LEICESTER, England (CP)— 
Thirty-one passengers signed for 
the inaugural service of a Leices­
ter to New Delhi bus service. The 
return fare is £90.
NUCLEAR PROTEST
LONDON (CP) — About 1,000 
people are expected to take part 
in a march to the atomic re­
search station at Aldermaston 
near here at Easter, part of a 
campaign against nuclear war­
fare.
EVERYTHING HANDY
BEDFORD. England (CP)—A 
new public house is to be built 
here on what a solicitor at the li­
censing sessions called ”an ideal 
site” opposite a police station and 
a doctor’s surgery.
RENTED BINS
AYLESBURY, England (CP)— 
Council figured it would cost 
£4,500 to issue free garbage bins 
to tenants of municipal houses, so 
they will rent them out.
POPULAR ARTIST
ST. ALBANS, England (CP)— 
A watercolor by Pietro Annigoni 
is among gifts collected for £ 
sale to raise funds to repair his 
toric churches in Hertfordshire. 
The Italian artist has won a wide 
following in Britain as a result of
....... . been!his recent portraits of the Queen
asked to submit their views and [and Prince Philip, 
recommendations.
AGREEMENT LACKING
Just as there is lack of unanim-1 
ity on the quistion of customs 
union, so is there lack of agree­
ment on the question of a free 
trade area with Canada. Under a 
free trade agreement, no tariff 
would be applied against goods] 
moving between the two areas.
The products of Canada and|
The West Indies are largely com­
plementary, Canada sells wheat, j 
flour, fish, potatoes and manufac­
tured goods to The West Indies.
She buys We.st Indian sugar, rum.
AUCKLAND. N.Z. (CP)-A 30- 
year-old polio victim from Quebec 
who has cycled 130,000 miles 
throughout the world is cunrcntly 
attracting much interest In New 
Zealand.
Conrad Dube, a c h e e r f u l  
French - speaking Canadian, has 
worn out seven bicycles in his 
travels during the last six years. 
He now Is setting out on another 
to tour New Zealand 
Placards on his bicycle record 
briefly his travels since May, 
1953, when a doctor advised him 
that riding might help his affile 
tion.
He contracted polio when he 
was two, learned to walk at 12 
and to speak at 16. Years In hos­
pital made him all the more de­
termined to overcome his handi­
caps
‘Taking the doctor’s advice, he 
set out on travels that have taken 
him t h r o u g h  North America 
Europe and Africa. His current
He plans to spend about two 
months in New Zealand beforo 
leaving for Australia, Hong Kong 
and Japan.
He Is making the trip, he says, 
to spread the word that there Is 
hope for other polio victims and 
that they can still lead an active 
life and travel widely despite te« v\i 
vere handicaps. '^ l
During his travels Dube has 
met the late Pope Pius XII, Pres­
ident Eisenhower, Queen Juliana 
of The Netherlands, Prince Ran­
ter and Princess Grace of Mon­
aco, and King Frederik of Den­
mark. He hopes to add Prime 
Minister Walter Nash of New 
Zealand to his list.
REMOVE HAZARD
CHESTERFIELD. Eng. (C P)- 
So that high • tension clcctrio 
cables will not obstruct the line 
of flight of golf balls on this
Derbyshire town’s golf course, 
tour "took him from Hawaii to jthe authorities are spending £500 
Fiji and Auckland. 'to put ^ em  underground.
★  No train changing
★  Convenient overnight schedules
★  Smart modern equipment
The ONLY "Through Sleeper" Service
to Vancouver from  the O kanagan
Travel Weekends and SAVE!
CNR’s special low fares every weekend to 
Kamloops, Vancouver and Edmonton offer 
substantial savings. Good going from Friday 
noon . . .  return by Tuesday noon.
CANADIAN NATIONAl
For furihor information, ploaio writ* or coMi
Agent CNR Station — Phone PO 2-2330 
Mr. A. J . Barber, City Ticket Office, 310 Bernard Ave., PO 2-2221
given prior approval by thclmolas.ses, cocoa, coffee, bananas,]





Taste the refreshing difference 
in this sparkling smooth 
extra light beer— bright becrl
0 1 ...
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K EEP  Y O U R  
R ED  CROSS
R E A D Y !
' ,-v.
Join the select group of young men whose 
careers commence this year. Let the Canadian 
Army teach you a well-paid trade and continue 
your education. Enjoy the fun, the companion­
ship, the exciting life as you lay the foundations 
for a truly fine future through the Army’s 
Soldier Apprentice Plan.
'ffet&hm YO Um
You muit b« 1«, inJ not l«vo rttched your 17th binhtliy 
on the clay you eptol. You muit hive at lean Onulo 8 education, 
and be able to meet Atihy itandatda. Untolmenti ita it In May and 
|o  on umlt September unleti quotai are pretrlouily filled. You may 
apply at any time, AppUcatlpat are conildered In the order received, ao 
act now. . ,  get (bll detalli, without obligation from the local Army Recniltlng 
nation lilted 111 your ’pliooe book, or m»U the coupon below tot
VERNON MILITARY CAMP 
VjlCRNON, n.C„ — TEL. LI Z-4010
U A R N  A  TRADE
Carcfiilly choiin mllltiry and civilian inilriKtora wttl |Wa )r«u tli* be,! of training tn one of mora than twenty tmdea.
C O H TIH U i YOUR IDUCATtON
YaHiT tetdemk education comlnuca during 
tha two rtof
P R tM R i FOR A  M U T A R Y  
CAR tlR
Sanllcnt iiade and mllltaiy Uadcivhip iialn- cQabioa to piepan you for an (nmundlng 
canet.
KARN m i U  YOU U A R H
«tn you wilt get Mt P*T„of •
St'
riMM Mad iM yp«r twllel Til* Way ta I  fiM rtHon.”









When you W  
tegular aoldUruniU you are t7-tl>«n fuU pay.
KC21
m w w um m tm om
When trouble or disaster strikes, your 
Red Cross is always first to answer the call.
Support your local drive for funds—tiia  
best Insurance In time of need.
■ , ' ■, A '
PHtmitCIAL HE«)0IMRini& 1215 Wait Panilat St,Vancoayar
vmaa
C H O O S E  A CAREER W I T H  A P U R P O S E
11.! I
; Si I u'l IS , ’ l'/
I '
KEUmNA DAILY COUmiE*. WEDh MAKCH ts> m $  YAOB t
I'.M
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^ F O O D S A U
«  SU P E IW A U I
All the traditional food favorites you'll need for gracing your Easter Festive Table are awaiting your 
selection at SUPER-VALU . . .  all at prices that will appeal to your Easter Budget!
Ready-to-Eat H A M S  
COTTAGE ROLL
Fully Cooked C *  ^
All Brands, | L  M  ^
Shank Portion .... I D .
Guaranteed Lean, Tenderized.
Whole or Half .  .  .  .  I b .
f  '''■
%s>.
T l  I  D  C \ / ^ C  Government Inspected Grade "A " Jk  ^
I U  I v i x i l  Y  W  Fully Prepared, 10-16 lbs................. - - l b .
K  Rl B R O A ST r t i r .... lb. 79c
Roasting CHICKENSw^ftib
Fresh C O D  FILLETS...... ib 39c
i
*  HOT CROSS BUNS McGavin’s Fresh Daily, Rich Fruit Flavor.Dozen .  .  .  .
•v'i' *  PINEAPPLE Sliced, Australian,15 oz. t in s . .  -  .  .  . tin s









" C R O s s o u r
CONTEST
GAME No. 4
<S> <S> <S> ^  <8> ̂
<8> <8> ^  ^  "6^
<$> <$> < S > ^
< 3>  <g>  ^  <8>
<$> < ^  <g> <3>
Copyi’iRht; Cnrrndn & U.S. Potent PondlnR -  U.S. (C) 1937. 
li)54. 1956, 1057 mul 195«, Cnnndn (C) 1056, 1057 nnd 1958 by 
'■Cro.s?-Out” Adv, Co., Inc,, Box 551, St. Uuls, Mo„ U.S.A. '
RIILKS — IMPOHTANl * RFAD CAREFULLY
PltH i- i»n X In penrll over the ftlplmVu'l letter to right of the number on your 
eiud, If the same'mimlVer nppenrn properly In the SUPBU-VALU nd.
In each >,ve«!k'« f;UPl‘’,R VAI,U newspniwr nd 30 numbers will be cnclo.scd 
,'ii ,H .“Kiuau' cUcle-dlnntond, clc. You cnn mntch these numbers on nny card,
U you have five (onnerullve numlMTS In n row — down, ncrosii or dlngonnlly— 
you hnw rt winning earil, To receive your gift, return the enrd ns Instructed 
on the bnek .of the card. ' • , ’ ,
Nunvlxu'.' 
newsixi 
will Ito iHijtcd In ev
xn >1 on your card nre to be nmlchcd ngnlnstViumbcrs 1̂  the SUPER-VAI.y 
xnier ml. I’heck the SUPI’'11'VALU newspnper carcMHy. Newspaper nds 
cry'JlUPErbV^Id) Store each week. fSin for nil the fntplly,
Cards can Iw played on any of the newspaper nds during the twelve > weeks 
but cnrd\ «(<• wInnMn and redtu'maWe oniy.lf plnyedl on an Indlvldunl week's 
newripaper od and ate nirrounded by the same -thape: clr^de, squRre, diamond,
.etc.  ̂ . , ' .. ' ,
We reserve Uu' rigid to correct nnv iyimgraplilcnl or other error or errors 
v.hich’might appear In any puhllslnal matter In connection with this game, and 
tu «e)ect winning ennU not obtalmnl thrhugU logillinnte channels,
" t’li).in,(iut" c.aids are given away freely at all StlPEH-VAlAf st'orei, no 
pufchii‘u ’1 ale re.pin id '  ̂ ^  '
Btimlnaiion Ciinlfi.1 will l>e held If card* are rctvirned in excess of major 
.prises to bo nwanled. ' '
(iwni a (’avww'fuJrtf ,i i
^  FRESH EGGS From local fanns^ In cartons.Grade "A "  Large .  .
EASTER CANDIES
BARNYARD EGGS Faultless, 10 oz. pkg. .. ....  ..... 35c
CHOCOLATES Martha Laine, 1 lb. box ... ...... 98c
ASSORTED NOVELTIES f,™ ....... . 10c.« 99c
FOOD COLORING Nabob, for egg coloring, pkg. ........... 27c
SOAP PRODUCTS
EXTRA King Size, 16ff off, pkg........... .............
BLUE SURF Giant Size, 10^ off, pkg...... ......





TOMATO JUICE Heinz, Fancy, 48 oz. t i n .....  2 for, 65c
ASPARAGUS TIPS Nabob, Fancy, 12 oz. t in     . 37c
SANDWICH BISCUITS .... .. 2 69c
FOIL WRAP Reynolds, 18-inch width, ro ll ........ . 63c
CREAMED CORN Nabob, Fancy, 15 oz. tin ........ 2 for 33c
ICE CREAM Faultless, Vanilla, gallon__  ......79c
CRANBERRY SAUCE .5 2 ,or 45c
SALAD DRESSING Delbrook, 16 oz. jar 







Large Size California, 
Snowy White -  .  .  -  - Each
\ '
Hundreds of Dozens 
On Sale Saturday .  . Doz.








Thursg and Sat., 
March 26  atid 28
S i / l' 'p 7
(f
vr
r A G B lt  KELOWNA OAILT COUUEB. WKn.. MAECB 2S. l i s t
M o n e y  Spent For W a n t Ads M akes M o n ey  For You. Dial PO  2 -4 4 4 5
Funeral Homes
Tb« lo le rfa r 's  f in e s t  M«rtitai7
DAY’S rUNEKAL 8E*Vl(X  
LTD.
Wn offer you the comfortiii| 
services that can ooljr be fouoa 
In 5uitable lum und'ngf 
16«5 EUU St. Phone PO 2-2204
Property For Sale
Coming Events
TOE KELOWNA COUNCIL OF 
Women, with its associated or­
ganizations is holding a home 
cooking sale in O. L. Jones Fur­
niture Store, Saturday, March 28, 
11 a.m. 190
MAD ^iUTTORS TEA AND 
Bake Sale April 1, Westbank 
Community Hall,, 2 to 5 p.m 
Sponsored by Westbank United 
Church WA, 197
TWO NEW SUBDIVISIONS
Lovely big lots 110' frontage by 140* deep at Okanagan Mission. 
Come in and see the new plana recently purchased in Vancou­
ver to suit these lots.
Bankhead — 11 view lots looking over town and Okanagan 
Lake. Domestic water system and approved for N.H.A. home 
loans.
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate
288 BERNARD AVE. PHONE PO 2-3227
Mortgages and 
Loans COURIER PATTERNS
MONEY TO LOAN, TO BUY, 
build, renovate or refinance. 
Reekie Agencies, 253 Lawrence 
Ave., Phone 2346. tf
FOR MORTG.\GE MONEY and 
N.H.A. LOANS consult Carruthars 
& Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard Ave., 
Phone PO 2-2127. tf
RUMMAGE SALE — KELOWNA 
Council of Women Clothing Depot, 
Saturday, March 28, 1:30 p.m. 
Canadian Legion Hall.
178, 184, 195
OK ^ l A L  CREDIT~GROUP 
Card Party, Women's Institute 
Hall, I.awrence Ave., Thursday 
evening, March 26, 8 p.m. Whist 
and cribbage. Refreshments and 
dancing to Winfield Orchestra. 
Come and bring your >irrenus. 
Admission 60c. 195
Sutherland Ave.
Top value. Well kept 5 room 
bungalow. 27 foot living, din­
ing room, 2 bedrooms, dandy 
kitchen wired for range. 
Part basement with furnace, 
garage. M.L.S.
FULL PRICE $9950 
$3500 DOWN
3 Bedroom
Bungalow on Lawson Ave. 
Also has living room, spa­
cious kitchen with nook, 220 
wiring. Insulated, part base­
ment with furnace.
FULL PRICE $10,500 
Try Your Down Payment
CONFIDENTIAL LOANS. BUSI­
NESS and private, cars and 
household appliances financed. 
Apply Box 1773 Daily Courier.
W., S.
CARRUTHERS & MEIKLE LTD.
364 BERNARD AVE. — PHONE PO 2-2127 
Evenings
Geo. Gibbs—PO 2-8900 Louise Borden PO 2-4715
Foi* Rent
LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING ROOM 
—St. Paul St. Phone PO 2-3130 
Lady preferred. 197
ATTRACTIVE FRONT 2 ROO.M 
apartment with kitchen diner. 
Hollywood bed, gas furnace, 
.share large refrigerator. Quiet 
house, suit • permanent bu.sine.ss 
people. 770 Bernard, phone PO 4- 
4540. 197
3 ROOM UNFURNISHED SUITE, 
gas supplied, heating, electricity, 
water. Apply 765 Fuller. 196
PUBLICITY ANNUAL 
GENERAL MEETING
The 35th Annual General Meet­
ing of the Kelowna and District 
Rod and Gun Club will be held 
in the Elks Hall on Wednes­




3. Election of Officers
4. Outdoor Films will be 
shown.
All members and interested per­




$3240.00 DOWN — READY FOR OCCUPANCY
Two bedroom NHA financed home in Kelowna’s beautiful new 
subdivision. Brand new, modern and well built. Oak floors, 
fireplace and full basement. Auto, gas heat. Lot 80 ft. x 125 
ft.
LUPTON AGENCIES LTD.
PHONE PO 2-4400 
195, 197
ROSEMEAD 10-PLEX—ALL The 
conveniences of a private home, 
3 bedrooms, livingroom and 
kitchen with seperate basement, 
separate gas heat and hot water, 
220 wiring in kitchen. On quiet 
street close to schools. Available 
immediately. Phone PO 2-4324.
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeeping 911 Bernard Ave , 




LADY’S GOLD WRIST WATCH 
Wednesday night. Pandosy be­




Write P.O. Box 587, Kelowna.
BEAUTY COUNSELOR PRO­
DUCTS. BYee presentations. 
Jean Hawes, Phone 4715. tf
Business Personal
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone PO 2-4834.
mon. wed. tri tf
SEWING — CUSTOM MADE 
drapes, ^ a ran teed  work. Com 
petitive price. Joan Degenhardt. 
Phone PO 2-3626. tf
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone PO 2-2674. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone PO 2-2481. tf
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al 
terations. Phone PO 2-2028. tf
DRAPERY AND SLIP COVER 
fabrics, Finest selection at 
reasonable prices. Kelowna Paint 
and Wallpaper Ltd., next door 
to Eaton’s. Phone 4320. 199
CA’TERING—DINNERS, Dances 
Teas, Weddings. Phone 6763, 3378 
or 2185. A90
PINE GROVE ESTATES SUBDIVISION
Okanagan Mission Phone PO 4-4452
FAMILY HOME -  NEAR LAKESHORE
Set in new subdivision, access to beach, only 4 miles from 
Kelowna. 1,405 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, modern kitchen, central 
bathroom and washroom off master bedroom. Part mahogany 
panelled walls, hardwood floors in living area, corner fireplace- 
ceiling-to-floor. Basement has unfinished extra bedroom, re­
creation room, laundry room and bathroom, gas furnace 
installed. Home has sliding glass doors into patio.
N.H.A. APPROVED — FULL PRICE $19,500 
$6500 DOWN
3 ROOM APT. SUITE, CLOSE 
to Junior High School. Phone 
7382. tf i
KITCHEN COMPANION
OFFICE FOR RENT — 
block from Post Office. 
Lawrence Ave. Phone PO 2-2414.
tf
4 ROOM FURNISHED. HEATED 
Suite. Phone PO2-3104. tf.A
By LAURA WHEELER
Pretty and practical—this gay 
doll protects your mixer. Use 
remnants for doll's clothes.
Easy, fun to make. Add new 
‘-'charm and vivid color to your 
ONE; kitchen with this “conversation" 
453! piece. Pattern 671; directions, 
pattern for mixer-cover doll.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted. for this pattern to The 
Daily Courier, Needlccraft Dept.,
B.C. ROUNDUP
(Continued from Page 1)
because of the Iniquitous relation­
ship lietwcen unions and manage­
ment." 'The guilt-innocence prin­
ciple was not new.
. V.ANCOUVER (CPl — Van­
couver's part in the B.C. centen­
nial celebrations last year co.st 
$254,964 and a military tattoo was 
the only outright profit-making 
venture, earning $8,646 more than 
its $228,220 cost. Costliest venture 
was the Centennial Open golf 
tournim;nt, which lost $37,581.
RICHMOND (CP) — Firemen 
believe children playing in an 
unused cedar mill may have been 
rcsixinsible for a spectacular 
waterfront fire here Tuesday 
night which destroyed the build­
ing. owned by Canadian Forest 
Products and recently sold for 
uemomion. No estimate of dam­
age was made immediately.
VANCOUVER (CP)—The eighth 
annual safety conference of the 
B.C. pulp and paper Industry 
opened here Tuesday with a 
report the first two months of 
this year show an accident rate 
of 6.4 for every 1,0(X),000 man 
hours, less than half of last 
year's 12.7 rate.
president of the East Kootenay 
Mine Safety Association. First- 
aid competitions will be held 
here June 13, with the winner 
going to Kamloops for the B.C, 
competition June 27.
WINFIELD (CPI—Pioneer re­
sident W. R. Powley turned the 
first sod for a $300,000 junior-se­
nior high school hero. Kelowna 
district schcxjl Iward awardwt the 
contract for the school to Joseph 
Gabriel of Vernon.
SLOGAN, B.C. (CP)-A new 
bridge will bo built in Silverton 
across Four-Mile Creek and sec­
tions of Highway No. 6 between 
Slocan and Silverton will bo hard­
surfaced, the Slocan Board of 
Trade was told lYiesday night.
News of the projects came in 
a letter from Ran(iolph Harding, 
CCF member of the legislature 
for Kaslo-Slocan. A hard surface 
on the Slocan-Silverton highway 
would eliminate several mile.s of 
rough travel over a .spectacular 
highway which rides 1,000 feet 
alx)ve Slocan Lake.
\ SIZES10-18
month. Phone P04-4495. tf
FOR R E N T ^ ROOM UNFUR-|eo w.. Toronto, Ont.
nished uptairs suite. South P a n - p at TERN NUM- 
dosy. Oil stove supplied. $50.00 j^^ME and ADDRESS.
Send for a copy of 1959 Laura 
Wheeler Needlccraft Book. It 
has lovely designs to order: em­
broidery, crochet, knitting, weav­
ing, quilting, toys. In the book, a 
special surprise to make a little 
girl happy—a cut-out doll, clothes 
to color. Send 25 cents for this 
book.
FOR RENT—THREE BEDROOM 
house in good district. Almost 
new. Phone P02-3958. 195
EXCLUSIVE LISTING
Just listed 3 bedroom lake- 
shore home within city limits, 
50 feet of safe, sandy beach, 
nice lawn, garage and carport.
FULL PRICE $20,500.00
Johnston & Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg, 
Phone PO 2-2846 
Evenings PO 2-2975, PO 2-4454, 
or PO 2-2942
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION 
$1,500 Down — $9,150 Full Price
10 year old large 4 room bunga­
low with Vi basement; 5 fruit 
trees, and close to hospital. Full 
details from Mr. Hill. Evenings 
PO 2-4960, Reekie Agencies, 253 
Lawrence Ave., phone PO 2-2346.
195
FOR RENT — COMFORTABLE 
three room suite. Phone P02- 
8613. 198
Wanted To Rent
WANTED TO RENT FOR THE 
months of July and August, fur­
nished houses or suites for Figure 
Skaters attending Summer Skat­
ing School at the Memorial 
Arena. Should be near city centre. 




You in the sheath—looking sleek 
and slim beneath a wide collar, 
petal curved away from your 
neck. Newest of fashion, easiest 
of sewing in cotton, sheer wool or 
silk print. Tomorrow's pattern: 
Half-size casual dress.
Printed Pattern 9339:
Sizes 10. 12, 14. 16. 18. Size 16 
takes 3% yards 35-inch fabric.
Printed directions on each pat­
tern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FIFTY CENTS (50c) in 
coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE, NAME, AD­
DRESS, STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Daily 
Courier, Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
St. W., Toronto, Ont.
BURNABY (CP )—An overex­
penditure of $8,052 during 1958 
was rejxirted Tuesday night by 
(ircsident George Hardy of the 
Burnaby General llo.spital Sod 
ety. Salaries and wages ac­
counted for $531,211 of the net
Spring Assize Set 
To Start April 22
(Special to Dally Courier)
VERNON—The Spring Court 
of Assize for the county of Yalo 
will open in Vernon Court House 
April 22. Name of the presiding 
judge has not been made pub-
• ... I lie yet. A half-dozen criminalexpenditure of $742,8W during the
year when the hospital admitted 
7,600 patients. The basking shark of the Pa-
__  cific coast, which drifts on the
VICTOB.IA (CP)—Dr. Kenneth measure 30 feet or
F. Tupper of Toronto, president length,
of the Engineering Institute of 
Canada, said Tuesday night there 
will be exchange visits this year
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
FOR SALE — 4 ROOM HOUSE, 
warm, central. Phone PO 2-3270.
196
For Sale “  Duplex
Situated beside Reliable Motors 
Ltd., on Leon Ave.
BUILDINGS TO BE REMOVED 





WANTED TO BUY — LEVEL, 
clear land close to the City of 
Kelowna, 10 to 15 acres. Cash 
purchase. Must be on Highway 
97. Phone Reekie Insurance 
Agencies, 253 Lawrence Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C. Phone PO 2-2346.
• tf
Help Wanted (Mate)
WANTED — MAN WITH CAR 
or truck to take over established 
Watkins business In rural Ver- 
rton district. Excellent oppor­
tunity to handle profitable busi­
ness of your own. Must have 
good travelling equipment. For 
full Information write the J. R. 
Watkins Company, Box 4015, 
Station “D", Vancouver. 198
Position Wanted
MOTEL AND TRAILER COURT 
for sale — Valuable property, city 
limits. Phone 2342. 209
MODERN 3 BEDROOM HOUSE 
2 acres, other buildings. J, Unger 
Fitzpatrick Road. 196
FOR SALE — 2 BEDROOM 
House. Apply 862 Lawrence Ave
213
Property Wanted
WANTED — SMALL MODERN 
home for cash, with or without 
furniture. Box 2521 Daily Courier.
200
Board And Room
BOARD AND ROOM FOR B usi­
nessmen in comfortable home. 




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
Today’s Eastern Prices 




HUNTERS AND FISHERMEN 
A GOOD BUY FOR YOU 
Here is a chance to save wear 
and tear on your car and also 
get to those places you haven’t 
been able to with the car. Just 
buy this 1940 GMC % ton truck 
with bull-low for all the power 
you need. Back has canopy with 
boat carrier built on top. Body 
rough. Motor good. Call at 609 










Base Metals -f .45
Oils + .23
MUTUAL FUNDS
All Cdn Comp. 7.88 8.57
All Cdn Div. 6.54 7.11
Cdn Invest Fund 9.31 10.22
Divers “B" 3.90 4.25
Grouped Income 3.96 4.33
Gr. Inc. Accum. 5.55 6.07
Investors’ Mut. 11.60 12.54
Trans-Canada “B” 29.05 —;
TTrans-Canada “C" 5.95 6.50
NEWFOUNDLAND
(Continued from Page 1)
Misses’ between Canadian and Russian 
engineers. Tlie visits were being 
arranged so "they will see with 
their own eyes how we live and 
our way of life."
DUNCAN (CP)—Funeral serv­
ice was to be held today for 
George Henry Savage. 71 mayor 
of Duncan from 1943 to 1946. He 
was a resident of this district 52 
years, working in the carpentry 
business and serving also as al­
derman and school trustee.
NORTH COWICHAN (CP) — 
J. K. Sanderson has warned 
North Cowichan council that un­
less the municipality removed 
culvert from his land to abate 
flooding, he’ll blow up the culvert. 
Reeve C. A. P. Murison said the 
municipality w o u l d  welcome 
court action to clarify its posi­
tion. Council was told drainage 
would go, on Mr, Sanderson s 
property even without a culvert.
VANCOUVER (CP) — Schools 
here will close Thursday for the 
Easter holiday and 59,100 pupils 
won’t go back until April 6. Many 
of their teachers, however, will 
be on hand next Monday for the 
annual convention of the B.C. 
Teachers Federation.







1485 Ellis St. 
Opposite the Post Office
ROTO-TILLING, PLOUGHING, 
and sawing wood. Phone P02- 
3104. tf
BLACK MOUNTAIN TOP SOIL, 
gravel, light loam, shale, Ernie 
Rojem. Phone PO 2-8153. ____«
Boats and Engines
HAVE A GOOD 12’ FIBRE- 
GLASSED boat. Will take good 
coal and wood range on part pay­
ment. Phono PO 5-5970. 196
WANTED — GARDEN DIGGING 
and odd Jobs around yard. Phone 
PO 5-8560. 197
HANDYMAN WILL DO ANY 
typo ot work. Phono PO 2-8613,
198
MAN w rm  15 y e m is”  auto  
mechanic and supervisory ex- 
perionco. Definitely outstandlnS 
qualifications. Desire tune up, 
parti, or supervisory work. Avnil- 
able May. Write Box 2558 Dally 
Courier,_____ _____________ *-*5
iilOT SCHOOL GIRI^ WILL 
baby alt any evening. Call P0 2 
3038 or PO 2-4689 after 4 p.m. tf
Articles For Sale
FOR SALE—WESTERN SADDLE 
In good condition, new stlrrui 
, Icntiier and fenders. Also wll 
aell morUngalc. Call at' 2277 
Riphter St. after 5 during week, 
or weekends. tf
McCl^nvliANaE. coal and 
good condition. Phone P02- 
> 4 7 1 6 . _____________ ,105
Articles Wanted
WANTED — OIHL’S SMALL 
alzcd. bicyde. Phone
PO 2̂ 3052. llg
GIRL’S niCYCUB CW D 
DinON. Reasonable, Phone PO»-










to profit by placing a
DAILY COURIER AD
Just fill in this form and mail it to;
THE DAILY COURIER WANT AD. DEPT., KELOWNA
FILL IN THIS FORM WITH PENCIL . . . INK WILL BLOT
FOR SALE OR TRADE 1954 
Buick, Al shape. Take our pay­
ments. Can be seen at Bill’s Junc­






Dynnflow power brakes, power 
steering, radio. One owner lady 
driver. Phone PO 2-1199
1947 MERCURY .TWO-DOOR 
Sedan — Very good condition. 
Phone 8239 after 5 p.m. tf
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! BEFORE YOU 
buy your new or Into model car, 
see us about our low cost financ­
ing service, avnllablo for cither 
dealer or private sales. Cnr- 
ruthors & Meikle Ltd., 364 Ber­
nard Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
183, 184, T85, 194, 19.'), 196
\   ̂ 1 day ' 3 day« ‘
to 10 — —— — —  ' .30 .75
to IS words ........................ . .45 1.13
to 20 words ......... .............. ;— ,  .60 1,50








FLOOR SANDING MACHINES 
and polishers now avnllablo for 
rent in Kelowna; also sprny guns, 
skill saw, and electric disc and 
vibrator snnders, B A B  Paint 




B.C. Forest 16% 16%
B.C. Phone 43% 44%
B.C. Power 38% 38%
Bell Phone 40% 40%
Can. Brew 39 39%
Can. Cement 35% 35%
Canada Iron 36% 37
CPR 29% 29%
Cons. M. and S. 20 ' 20%
Crown Zell 23% 24%
Dist.-Seagrams 31% 32
Dom. Stores 80% 90





Ind. Acc, Corpn. 38% 38%
Inter. Nickel 90 90%
Kelly Doug. “A" 9% 9%
Massey 14% 14%
McMillan "B" 42 42%
Ok. Holicoptors 3,90 4.00
Ok, Hel. Pfd. 10, 10%
Ok. Phone 11% 11%
Powell River 38% —
A, V. Roe 9% 9%
Steel of Can. 74 74%
Wnlkor.s 34 34%
We.slon "A" 41% 41%
West. Ply 18 ——ol




CITY OF KELOWNA 
ELECTRICAI. DEPARTMENT 
TENDER
Tenders will bo received liy the 
undersigned up to 5;fl0 p.ip. April 
8th, 1959 for the. addition to No, 1 
Substation building, 1408 St. Paul 
Street, Kelowna,'B.C.
Plans and spedflcntlons may bo 
obtained from the iirchltect, John 
Woodworth M.R.A.I.C., 513 Law­
rence Ave,, Kelowna, B.C.
The lowest or nny tender not 
necensnrtly accepted. Mark en­
velope “Tender for Addition to 
Electrlcivi Substation."
A, e ; g u y ,
' Electrical Superintendent
T E N iR S  WANTED
Tenders are invited for the pur- 
chase . stripping and <U‘inoUtlon 
or rcmovnl of the hnusi! at 311 
Harvey Ave., Kelowna, Tills will 
include the removal of every­
thing down to the concrete foun­
dation. Premises may Ims tnsixsct- 
cd during the nftcrnc^n pf 'rfuirs 
day, March 26,
REPLY TO BOX 2398,




















Nortli Ont. Gas I







































If you wish to have Uio 
DAILY, COURIER \ 
Delivered to your homo' 
jilegulnrly each afterntxm 
please phono:
KELOWNA .......    4445
OK, MISSION ................. 4445
RUTLANp .................  4445
EAST KEIXIWNA ..........  4445
WESTBANK ................ 8-5506
PEACIILAND ............   577
WINFIELD ...................... 2600
‘Today’s N(BW» Today"
signed a contract with the A.N.D. 
Company,.
NO STRIKE
Union officials here say there 
is no strike against Bowater’s.
Labor officials met Monday 
night with Progressive Conser­
vative A s s o c i a t i o n  repre­
sentatives to determine what 
stand the PCs here take in the 
dispute. A party spokesman said 
Tuesday a neutral stand will 
probably be taken, at least for 
the time being.
Bowater's have announced that 
most of the year’s cut of wood 
has been hauled. Apparently the 
company will not need a labor 
force until the spring river drive 
begins.
CORNER BROOK, Nfld. (CP)— 
The Newfoundland Brotherhood 
of Wood-Workers (Ind.) will be­
gin negotiations here in about 10 
days with Bowater’s Pulp and 
Paper Mills for a working agree­
ment covering western New­
foundland loggers, it was learned 
today.
Max Lane, a Liberal member 
of the Newfoundland legislature 
and president of the brotherhood, 
confirmed the report in an inter­
view.
Peter Fudge, president of the 
Corner Brook and District Labor 
Council (CLC). immediately tele­
graphed CLC President Claude 
Jodoln and Prime Minister Dief- 
cnhnkor.
Mr. Fudge urged Mr, Diehni- 
bnkcr to make; certnin a “New- 
foundlnnd-govornment .sponsored 
union does not precipitate vio­
lence by vising police in nrp mass 
invasion of woods" la western, 
Newfoundland,
'Tliero Is no strike against Bo- 
wnter’s but five rcprosonlntives 
of intcrnntlonnl unions in this 
aren say "It is publlo knowledge 
that the,loggers of Bowators are 
taking part in an unofficial work 
stoppage," IWA field director 
Jeff Hall says contractors arc 
having trouble finding logger^ 
willing to work. '
In a statement today five In 
ternntlonnl union representatives 
said they were “shocked to hear 
Mr. Lane is announcing tlinl ho 
will shortly bring his slate union 
conscripts into western Now 
foundland,"
"We hope wiser counsel will 
prevail and that we can , be 
spared the horror that descended 
ui)on central Newfoundland after 
Mr. Lane acted on previous 
boosts in that area."  ̂ ,
MATSQUI (CP) — Mrs. Dan 
Stein announced ’Tuesday she will 
seek a municipal council seat, 
thereby forcing a byelection April 
11. She is the first woman in 
Matsqui history to run for coun­
cil. George W. Taylor, former 
councillor, has also taken out 
papers to run for a vacant seat 
left when A. H. Blackham re­
signed.
FERNIE (CP)—James Litler, 
general manager of Crow’s Nest 




No white spat e. 
Minimum 10 w.Vfds.
Insertion _____ per word 3#
consecutive
insertions __  per word 2%4
6 consecutive insertions 
or more . . . . . .  p 'r  word 2#
Classified Display
One insertion  ____  $1.12 inch
3 consecutive ..
insertions ...!___ 1.05 Inch
6 consecutive insertions
or more .......... " . .95 inch
Classified Cards
Daily for 6 moidhs .. 8.50 month 
3 count lines daily ..$ 9.00 month 
Each additional lino 2.00 month 
One inch dally .........17.50 month
DAILY CROSSWORD






















3. Roman road22, Con-
models 
11. Performs 
13. Celebes ox 
15, Vehicle
I
1,1. Eating place 4 .'Thrice
12. Fragrance (mus.)
14. Extraor- 5. Swiss
dinary one measure
(slang) 6. Young
















26, Mend, ns 
a bone
27, Scoffs


















23, Winter ' 
hazards 
25. Travel to 
and fro
7. God of love 26, Retain










35. —  matter 
(annt.) ,
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NOTTINGHAM. Eng, (CP)— 
Corimrntlon officials (indcir 30 
h(»ve l>cen barred from lifting the 
only elevator at the Oulldl)“li 
here, ‘"nie lift Is In great dc- 
niniid and younger people anj 
better able to climb stairs,’ said 
an offlclaL j; i y
DAILY L’RYPIDqUOTR -  Here's how to work Ut
. A X V D L n A A X R 
li I. 0  N O P E  |l, L O W
Ono K'ttcr slibiily stands for another. In tills snniplo A Is uncu 
for the three L’a, X for tho two O’s, dc, Single Idlers, a(H)Htrophles, 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day tho 
cixlo letters are different ,
U A O Y O  P T  LD Z O G O L T O  I C XKP I - T O 
Y O B Y D E V A  J U U  D J T V U Y P U F - E Z Z P  ■,
T D I. .
Yestenlay’s Cryptaquole; ACCUSE NOT NATURE! SHE HATH 
DONE HER PART; DO THOU BUT THINE -  MIL'TON. '
KELOWNA DAILY COmiEK. WED.. MAKCH 25, 1955 FACE H
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
^MWMA.WMAT v/eLL, He VioodHT 'itoofe 
BaomeB CAMeovE»Tt>puT 
the BITC on HtM AGAIN-INSTEAD, 






Aerial tan ker Base For U.S. 
Planned For Churchill Area
By 8TAN McCABE I When completed the bases 
Canadian Press Staff Writer could send the giant propeller* 
i rp i  .  driven tankers, military versions 
CHURCHIIX <CP) -  A of civilian Boeing Stratocruisers.base for aerial tankers that will' . _
refuel United States bombers ^
ing over Canada will be buUt|f^‘);"‘ 5..^ "!.u
here this year by more than 500
StAMLH^
„ *■ ■ << 




FOR TOMORROW prised at how much you can ac-
Realism should be your byword i  complish 
now. Prevailing influences may' If tomorrow is your birthday, 
cause you to be Indifferent, easily! you should find this year m ark^
construction workers.
A camp now is being prepared 
to house 750 workers and the 
first are expected to arrive in 
April.
They will double the length of 
the 5.800-foot north-south runway 
at the air base to allow the 
heavy K-97 tankers to land and 
contract for 52,441,600
In a rendezvous with the nuc­
lear bombers high over the Cana­
dian Arctic, the tankers would 
transfer fuel loads and then come 
back to Churchill for more.
Col. N. J. W. Smith, com­
mander of the Canadian joint 
services base, said the construc­
tion men “will go flat out all 
summer." This probably will 
(mean work will be carried on 24
distracted from necessary tasks 
Offset such tendencies by keej^ 
ing your nose to the proverbial 
grindstone, and you’ll be sur-i
fW%he ^unwa7 ''exTensTon“ andi»^^^ “ day during the long days 
complementary airport facilities i sub-Arctic summer,
already has been let to Me- BUSY AIR BASE
BELIEVE IT OR NOT By Ripley
Whose ears 








SKIU FW -Ly 
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Namara Construction Company 
of Toronto and Henry J. Kaiser 
of Canada Limited.
Three new barracks blocks cap­
able of housing from 175 to 200 
Americans who will operate the 
refueling base also will be built, 
as well as shelter for the planes 
and maintenance facilities.
PLAN TANK FARM
There also will be a tank farm, 
which will receive jet fuel by sea 
through Hudson Bay. The work 
not directly connected with the 
airport is covered by a contract 
for $3,973 awarded to the Mc­
Namara and Kaiser firms and 
Tower Company Limited of Mont­
real.
The ba.se is one of four to be 
built in Canada. The others will 
be at Namao and Cold Lake in 
Alberta and at Frobisher in the 
Arctic.
The Churchill air base com­
manded by Sqdn. Ldr. H. J 
Zartlcy already is busy with 
commercial flights, operations by 
two RCAF Otter search and 
rescue aircraft, and other flights 
bh C a n a d i a n  and American
by exceptional progress where 
ambitious and worthwhile pro­
jects are concerned. The stellar 
influences encourage imagination
and » spirit of entciprise so If, 
despite occasional setbacks—es- 
peciaUy in May, September and 
November—you put forth your 
best effort, you should find your 
affairs in excellent shape by 
year's end.
June, July and October will bejyour usual kindly and understand- 
good for finances, also for bene-1 ing self. Look for excellent newa 
fitting through the cooperation ofiln December. 
oUiers, but don’t, with the typi-| A child born on this day will 
cally Arien over-enthusiasm, go be a loyal, understanding and de* 
overboard in spending or you will'lightful companion to all.
negate all advances made. Stick
to the conservative path. Late 
July and late August will be ex­
cellent for travel, and romance 
should prosper in June. Be alert, 
however, to possible domestlo 
crises in April and September. 
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By B. JAY BECKER







4 J 8 S
4K 10876
WEST EAST
4A Q 75  4 9 8 4 2
V 97543 TK 86





♦  AQ10743 
4 A 5
Tlie bidding:
Couth West North East 
1 4  Pass 2 4  Pass 
RNT Pass 3 Nr
finesse first, and think about the 
hand afterwards.
What is at issue is the fact that 
mechanical plays are made all 
too frequently. Instead of plan­
ning the play of the hand as a 
whole, which requires close and 
constant attention by the declar­
er, a tendency arises to deal with 
a particular setup in one suit 
without regard to the rest of the 
hand.
It is true that In the over­
whelming majority of hands 
where declarer is faced with the 
heart combination here present, 
he should take the finesse. . But 
this generality has no applica­
tion in a hand where the finesse 
subjects the contract to defeat, 
while rejection of the finesse 
guarantees fulfillment of the con­
tract.
Opening lead—four of hearts.
The pitfalls concocted by the 
gremlins who distribute the cards 
In bridge must be a source of 
great amusement to the nasty 
creatures. They doctor up some 
hands so malevolently that even 
the simplest plays are often not 
Been until It is tooo late.
South wa.*: playing three no- 
trump and got a heart lead. He 
ducked in dummy and lost to the 
king. Back came a spade and 
West cashed the A-Q and re­
turned a spade.
, Declarer entered dummy and 
took a diamond finesse .which 
lost. West cashed a spade and 
South was down one,
It is not difficult to see that 
declarer could have made the 
contract by going up with the ace 
of hearts on the opening lend and 
attacking diamonds. After the 
fine.nse lost, South would have 
eight ready tricks nvnUnblc, with 
a ninth that could bo built up 
quickly by simply conceding a 
heart trick.
But how many players would 
have, in actual practice, gone up 
with the ace of henrt.s? It is easy 
enough to prove hero that the ace 
of hearts is the right play, since 
it assures the contract without 
any If.s, and, or but.s.
The trouble Is that the heart 
finesse is such a natural one to 
take, what with Q-10 facing A-J 
2, that a great many dcciarers 
would, from force of habit, fall 
right Into the trap. They would
BRITE BITS
KENILWORTH, N.J. (AP) 
George R. Clark, president of 
the tiny Rahway Valley Rail­
road knows what he wants— 
or at least what he doesn’t 
want.
An opening for a brakeman 
developed on his 15-employee 
line so Clark Inserted an ad­
vertisement in a newspaper.
Clark asked for a man who 
was “not afraid of hard 
work.”
He also specified that "no 
bugle boys, b l o w h a r d s ,  
dreamers, goldbrickers, hot- 
s h o t  s or wobblemouths" 
need apply.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)— 
The elderly, white-whiskered 
man In the deer stalker’s cap 
wa.s taken to the ikiIIco sta­
tion and booked bn charges 
of panhandling.
In his many pockets police 
found 16 bags—15 containing 
257 one-dollnr bills. The 16th 
contained an orange.
James I.leschke, 69, told 
police he began panhandling 
several weeks ago because of 
"an urge to save money."
WEDNESDAY 
4:00 Prairie News 
4:05 You Asked For It 
5:00 News 
5:05 Rambling 
5:30 People’s Exchange 






7:30 CBC Wednesday Night 
10:00 News 
10:15 Silent Friends 
10:45 Back to the Bible 
11:00 News 
11:15 News 
11:05 Today in Sport 
11:10 Thoughts and Themes 
11:20 Sports 
















9:05 Over the Back Fence . 
9:45, Over the Back Fence 
9:55 Club Calendar 
10:00 News 
10:05 ’ Westward Ho 
10:05 Westward Ho 
11:00 News 
11:05 Be My Guest 
11:20 Be My Guest 
12:00 Be My Guest 
12:15 News and Sports 
12:30 B.C. Farm Broadcast 
12:55 Fruit Bulletin 
1:00 News 
1:05 Ladies Choice 
1:25 News (Women’s)
1:30 Ladies’ Choice 
2:00 B.C. School Broadcast 
2:30 Famous Voices 
3:00 News
Canaoian planes and those of 
other countries are tested under 
cold weather conditions at the 
base. This winter tests have been 
made on the RCAF Argus sub­
hunting plane, a four - engined 
giant, and a Royal Navy helicop­
ter.
The first year’s tests of an air­
craft are designed to locate any 
major faults in cold weather 
operation. I m p r 0 vements are 
tested during the second year. 
Tests of the British helicopter 
was complicated this year be­
cause it was modified to meet 
tropical conditions after spending 
the previous winter in Churchill.
In addition to flying operations 
the base has the largest commu­
nications centre in the North and 
is the funnel through which all 
communications pass for the 
eastern Arctic.
TREELESS AREA 
Fit, Lt. Don McNeill, opera­
tions officer of the base, does 
most of the search and rescue 
flying. Recent operations have 
taken him into the Garry Lake 
area west of the northern end 
of Hudson Bay, which Sqdn. Ldr. 
Bartly described as “one of the 
worst areas for map reading in 
the country."
There are no trees or other 
landmarks on the flat barrens by 
which a pilot can find his way.
A typical day at the RCAF 
base might find the operations of­
ficer away on a mercy flight, 
cammercial plane and at least 
one air force plane arriving or 
leaving from the south, an air­
craft standing out in the sub­
zero wheather for cold testing 
and a partially dismantled hel­
icopter being worked on by mech­
anics in the hanger.
’The RCAF personnel nmber 
about 250 or about 12 per cent 
of the total personnel on the base.
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VICTORIA (CP) — A survey 
here has revealed that 32 per 
cent of the industries employing 
10 or more persons are not up 
to public health standards, health 
officer Dr. Elizabeth Mahaffy 
said here.
DIES FROM FALL
VICTORIA (CP) — George 
Branbant, injured in a fall at 'lis 
home, died in hospital here Tues­
day. Police said he fell from the 
second storey and was later found 
unconscious below a window.
m a m a ' i s ^  
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The banquet hall of Cardiff 
Castle In Wales was built by the 
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HELICOPTERS ELIMINATE TIME-WASTING JOURNEYS FROM AIRPORT
Helicopters Provide Speedy Travel 
Business Executives In AHetropolitan
(Special to The Conrier)
LONDON—“M only I could get 
there quicker.” Men in a hurry 
—engineers, lawyers, doctors and 
businessmen—all over the world 
ask themselvts the same ques­
tion when they look at their en­
gagement books, trying to fit 
everything into an ever-tighten­
ing schedule.
As life gets more hectic, time, 
or the lack of it, becomes an 
ever-growing problem, and all 
the hours spent travelling are 
the ones busy people can least 
afford to spare.
With the advent of relatively 
cheap air travel many pressing 
transport problems have been 
solved, especially where long 
distances are concerned. The fact 
still remains, however, that con­
ventional fixed-wing aircraft can 
only be flown from one aftport 
to another. There still has to be 
a road or rail journey into town 
before the traveller gets down to 
business.
SAVING WASTED TIME
Generally speaking, helicopters 
are both expensive to operate 
and a good deal slower than or­
dinary aircraft. But they have 
one supreme advantage over the 
fixed-wing machine over short 
ranges—say, for example, over 
journey stages of up to 200 
miles. By flying direct to the 
town centre they can offer a sav­
ing in all those wasted minutes 
—or even hours—that are spent 
travelling to and from the air­
port.
Gity-centre helicopter services 
are most certainly required and 
it may well be that future inter­
city and within-city services will 
employ a variety of different 
s iz ^  helicopters—notably those 
in the 15 to 25 and 35 to 45 seater 
bracket.
On the face of it, it would seem 
easier to fill the smaller heli­
copter and for the same capital 
outlay it should be possible to 
have more of them, which would 
provide the customer with a high 
frequency of services.
This indicates that the smaller 
type of machine would be the 
most suitable for the “aerial 
bus” of the future and, as it 
happens, helicopters of the small­
er transport variety are now 
within the grasp technically of 
British operators.
The latest British contribution 
to meet basic requirements, 
applying to all sizes of helicop­
ter, is the 18 to 25 seater Bristol 
192.
tors, there are no centre of grav­
ity problems when it comes to 
passenger handling. The trans­
mission, control and rotor sys­
tems—by far the most import­
ant parts, mechanically, in any 
helicopter—have been well tried 
in previous designs and these 
principles, together with the 
background of service which will 
be acquired, should ensure that 
reliability standards are 
met.
By LOUIS LECK 
CaiudlaB Press Cerreapwtdeat
S Y D N E Y ,  Australia (CP)— 
Somewhere in central Australia, 
in the hunting grounds of his an­
cestors, a tired and elderly abor­
iginal artist named Albert Na- 
matjira has just heard a legal 
decision expected to have far 
reaching repercussions—for Na- 
matjlra, for all the aboriginal 
people, and perhaps for Australia 
itself.
The High Court of Australia, 
supreme judicial body in the 
country, has decided that Namat 
jira should not be given leave to 
appeal against a criminal con­
viction. The charge against him 
is unusual. In effect, it is that he 
gave liquor to an aboriginal 
friend who was not legally en 
titled to drink it.
Since the High Court decided 
not to allow the appeal, Namat 
jira must go to prison for three 
months
The story of Namatjira is as 
strange as any in Australian his­
tory, and so far more is involved 
than one man's freedom. The 
underlying Issue is Australia’s 
t r e a t m e n t  of its aboriginal 
people, a subject on which the 
country is particularly sensitive 
partly because of national feel 
Ing but also because of a special 
relationship with Asian neigh 
bors.
TWO WORLDS
The case has no real prece 
dent, for Namatjira is the best 
known member of his dying race 
and holds a position in some 
ways unique in the Australian 
community.
He is a product of two worlds. 
As a full-bloded aboriginal he is 
a member of the Aranda tribe in 
I central Australia and is an elder 
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ago. They never developed past 
stone-age tools and weapons, and 
in their efforts to survive in a 
semi-arid land they adopted a 
communal approach to property 
and strict laws of association and 
breeding.
There were about 300,000 of 
them when the first British set­
tlers arrived some 170 years 
ago. Their problems after the 
whites came were essentially 
similar to those of the Indians in 
Canada and the United States. 
The solutions found for them 
were also much the same; They 
were alloted special areas in
him and held more in trust for 
himself, his family and his tribal 
people. However, he did make 
white friends and was permitted 
to visit them in the cities. A 
man of great natural dignity, he 
was soon lionized.
TROUBLES BEGIN
The anomaly of his position- 
he was paying substantial taxes 
on the money he was not al-1 
lowed to spend-brougnt increas­
ing public criticism, and two 
years ago he was given the same 
rights as any Australian citizen 
of white descent, including the 
right to spend his money as he 
pleased and to drink liquor.
This apparent success brought 
his strange undoing. His family
opened bottle of rum; and that 
through he did not directly offer 
the rum, his friend picked up the 
bottle and drank from it. Namat* 
jira was charged with having 
suppUed liquor to a ward of the 
state, and so the case began.
which to live—usually areas of and his aboriginal friends were
possibilities the helicopter has to 
offer requires imagination and 
forward-thinking on the part of 
the operator and the manufac­
turer.
In the United Kingdom the 
original design effort which has 
been steadily applied over the 
past 12 years could now be put 
to the best advantage in supply- 
fullyling a first class inter-city heli- 
1 copter service.
successful landscape painter he 
has many white friends, earns an 
income which has been as high 
as $12,000 a year and — unlike 
most of his people — holds full 
rights as a citizen
Namtira’s personal tragedy 
is that he has tried but failed to
New Zealand Ranks Dutchmen 
High As Suitable Immigrants
reconcile the conflicting demands 
of two district societies, one 
shaped by the stone age, the 
other by the 20th century. His 
importance for Australians is 
that he seems to typify the di­
lemma of his race.
The real origins of the Austral­
ian aborigines arc not known but 
they are believed to have come 
to this continent some 6,000 years
no great value to the whites 
and limited supplies of European- 
type food. Under this system 
their numbers fell steadily. The 
total number of Australian full- 
bloods now is only about 25,000, 
with about 50,000 half-castes.
In the gradual process of edu­
cation and assimilation some ab­
origines — but not many — have 
passed into the white world and 
have been a c c e p t e d  wholly. 
Others, more numerous, have 
found congenial work as stock- 
men and now are that Industry’s 
mainstay.
RIGHTS CURBED
Some thotisands in inhospitable 
country still live much as their 
forefathers did. Most of those 
who could not make their own 
way, including a number of 
mixed b l o o d ,  have collected 
round v a r i o u s  church mission 
stations, sometimes disappearing 
for a wliUe to “go walkabout” 
and live in the old way.
Because they are particularly 
vulnerable to exploitation, the 
gavernment has made them 
“wards,” which means that they 
cannot travel from their own 
areas without special permission, 
cannot own property directly and 
cannot buy or drink alcoholic 
liquor.
Such a ward was Albert Namat- 
jira, until he won an income and 
full citizenship rights through his 
ability to paint.
Over the last 15 years the 
vogue in Naratjira landscapes 
has grown steadily, and even a 
big output could not meet the 
demand. The paintings have 
been sold abroad, as well as 
well as in Australia, at prices 
of up to $300 or more some­
times.
Namatjira until recently could 
not keep the money he made. It 
was held on his behalf by the 
government, which gave some to
still wards and Namatjira’s per­
sonal and tribal contacts meant 
a great deal to him.
There was some talk of a house 
for him in the white man’s style 
in Alice Springs, and also some 
talk that the idea was opposed 
both among whites and natives. 
When he fell ill, a newspaper 
printed a story that the old men 
of his tribe were angry with him 
for “going white,” and that they 
had “pointed the bone”—laid a 
curse on him.
Last year Namatjira was 
travelling by car with a friend, 
another aboriginal man, and po­
lice alleged ^ a t  during several 
stops Namatjira put down an
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Out of Respect to the Late 
J. I. (Jim) MONTEITH
Kelowna Builders Supply Ltd.
and
Kelowna Ready-Mix Concrete Ltd.
will be closed from
Noon Thursday, March 26th
LOWER NOISE LEVEL
The noise level of the turbine 
engines is considerably lower 
than that normally found with 
piston or jet engines and, as the 
aircraft is virtually "suspended” 
from the two widely-spaced ro-
Roebuck Claims Tories 
Dealing In Funny Money
OTTAWA (CP) — The Pro-, senators for suggesting that Cen- 
gressive Conservative govern- tral Mortgage and Housing Cor- 
ment is d e a l i n g  in “funny poration widen its mortgage loans 
money,” says Senator Arthur operation to c o v e r  university 
Roebuck. 1 students’ residences.
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (Reuters) 
Dutch immigrants are ranked 
high in suitability as new settlers 
in New Zealand.
During the last eight years 15,- 
000 of them—the largest non-Brit­
ish group ever to emigrate to 
New Zealand—have settled here, 
and hundreds more are arriving 
each year.
They have proved that they 
can fulfil the basic requirements 
of good immigrants: they are 
healthy, industrious and law-abid­
ing
T h e  large-scale importation of 
settlers from ether European 
countries is an experiment for 
New Zealand, a land with just 
over 2,500,000 people, predom­
inantly of British descent.
LIKE COUNTRY
The Netherlanders have proved 
that they can integrate into this 
setting and remain here, as they 
have predominantly in Canada.
has paid the fares of 11 Roman! 
Catholic priests and 10 Protestant 
clergymen to New Zealand to 
help fill the immigrants’ religious 
needs.
The Dutch immigrants are 
given a good start in their new 
country. Most have their fares 
paid by the New Zealand govern­
ment Their home government 
encourages emigration because 
of severe overcrowding in Hie 
Netherlands.
In addition, the immigrants’ in­
ternal fares to their new homes 
are paid when they arrive and 
the Dutch government gives them 
£20 each to tide them over be­
fore they start earning. This 
means that the immigrants can 
keep their own savings intact 
to give them a firm foundation 
on which to build a new life.
From MEIKLE'S •  •
SUNDAY LABOR 
BUDAPEST (Reuters)—Thous-1 
an I I young Hungarians are to 
- , ’ "'cri'ited to work on Sundays
Only about half of one per cent building new parka In Budapest,
Styles to Put You at Your
Easter Sunday "Best"....!!
...fo r the Family
If it keeps this up, warns the 
Ontario Liberal, it will ruin the 
country's currency.
He said in a Senate speech hit­
ting at the causes of inflation 
that government bond issues to 
recover budgetary deficits con­
stitutes the chief reason for the 
Canadian dollar’s falling value.
Senator Roebuck said that be­
tween July 31. 1957, and July 7, 
1958—roughly the first year of the 
present administration—the gov­
ernment debt increased by $1,- 
111,000,000, In the current fiscal 
year ending March 31, the gov 
emment estimated its deficit — 
to bo made up by bond issues -  
would be $700,000,000.
"There Is every indication of n 
continuance o( this high-flying fi­
nancing, an Increasing of debt in 
the coming year . . . and quite 
likely In budgets In years to 
come."
But he anid the currency can 
be saved and inflation curbed by 
common sense on the part of the 
government and an aroused pub­
lic opinion ngnlnst unsound fed­
eral financial policies.
At another point during (he sit­
ting, Senator John T. Haig (PC 
Manitoba) criticized two Liberal
I am opposed to mollycoddl­
ing university students,” he said. 
” It hurts, not me, not you, but 
them."
GRANTS NOT ENOUGH
The suggestion had been made 
by Senator Muriel Fergusson (L 
—New Brunswick) and Senator 
Donald Cameron (Ind - L — Al­
berta), both of whom said hous­
ing grants to universities by the 
Canada Council are not enough 
to meet the need.
Senator Haig said that if they 
want new rosidonco.s for vinlver- 
sitles, they should raise funds by 
public appeals. The people of 
Canada would not stand “for us 
spending extravagant sums of 
money to erect housing on uni 
verslty campuses, for students."
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of the assisted Dutch immigrants 
have returned to their home coun­
try, compared with about four 
per cent of the immigrants from 
Australia.
Their reaction to New Zealand 
is favorable. “ It is a good coun­
try to live in,” they say.
The Dutch Immigrants nearly 
all have learned at least some 
English.
'The Dutch Club’s 'magazine 
now appears in English. Even its 
name has been changed to the 
Dutch-New Zealand Society.
A good proportion marry New 
Zealand girls, as a glance at the 
engagement columns of any New 
Zealand newspaper will show.
Almost all Netherlanders here 
are assisted immigrants, which 
means that they have been tested 
ns physically fit and good trade.s 
men. “The bloom of our pntion," 
Is how one official of the Dutch 
legation here describes them
'Ibe Netherlands government
hening at the Stalinvaros steel 
'•■'•■ks and on canal construe-! 
tion.
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Ladies Wear Department
Coats-Suits 
Dresses -  Skirts 
Blouses -  Sweaters 
Accessories
Nylon Hose -  Gloves 
Costume Jewelry - Handbags
Men's Department 
Suits-S lacks  
Sports Jackets 
Shirts-Ties  
Blazers -  Hats
Shoe Department
Quality Shoes for every member of 
the family.
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